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Abstract 

A class of provably convergent frame-based line search algorithms that do not explicitly 

rely on derivative information is developed for unconstrained and linearly constrained 

optimisation. 

A frame-based approach relies on the underlying theory of positive bases. The use of 

positive bases (either directly or indirectly) facilitates the development of convergence 

proofs for many (including some already well-established) derivative-free optimisation 

algorithms. Although positive bases have recently been the subject of renewed interest 

in optimisation research they do not feature in many modern texts on linear algebra. 

For this reason background material on positive bases and grids (the precursors to 

frames) is also presented. 

A weakness with a common choice of stopping conditions for existing grid- (which 

includes pattern search) and frame-based derivative-free methods is identified and 

a solution is presented. This solution is shown to possess good numerical stabil

ity properties when extended for use with existing derivative-based (BFGS and DFP) 

algorithms-even when approximate second-order information is available to only lim

ited precision-as is usually the case in practice since, for many "real-world" problems, 

explicit gradient or second order information may not be available and the evaluation 

of the objective function to arbitrary levels of precision is not possible. 
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The ith (linear) constraint normal 

Matrix whose columns are the constraint normals ai 

Index set for the active constraints at x 

Superset of A(x) that includes constraints which are nearly active at x 
Affine translation of constraint Ci 

Hessian or approximate Hessian matrix 

The open ball centred on x with radius 0 
The ith constraint 

Conjugate factor of an approximate inverse Hessian matrix 

The set of all functions whose kth derivatives exist and are continuous 

Directional derivatives of the objective function in the conjugate directions 

Updated directional derivatives 

Distance between grid points on principal axis for diagonally aligned grids 

Distance from the current iterate to constraint Ci 

Set of feasible directions from x 

Set of linearised feasible directions from x 

The qth Euclidean co-ordinate unit vector 
Index set for the equality constraints 

The set of exterior aligned positive basis directions 
The objective function f: lRn 

-----t lR 

Value of the objective function at the point x 
Value of the objective function at each of the line search steps 

A frame in lRn 

Abbreviation for \If(x(k)) 
Constant Hessian matrix of a quadratic function 
A grid in ]Rn 

Abbreviation for grid local minimiser 

Mesh, grid or frame size parameter 

Approximation to the inverse Hessian matrix 

Identity matrix 

Index set for the inequality constraints 
The set of interior aligned positive basis directions 

Iteration counters or indices 

Positive constants 

Polyhedral cone of feasible directions 

Location of a line local minimiser 

The Lagrangian 
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Lipschitz constant 

Number of independent variables 

Constant used in defining the sufficient descent parameter E = Nhv 

The natural numbers 

Nu {O} 
The cardinality of a positive basis 
Little-oh notation 

Bounded little-oh 
Big-oh notation 
Strictly big-oh 
A descent or search direction 

Feasible direction unit vector 

Line search trial point immediately on or before l* 
A quadratic function 
Vector used in the product form of the BFGS update formula 

Line search trial point immediately after l* 
Abbreviation for quasi-minimal frame 
Abbreviation for quasi-minimal point 
The real numbers 
Euclidean n-space 

A search direction, usually a member of S+ 
The best search direction from the set of exterior directions 
The best search direction from the set of interior directions 
A positive spanning set; set of candidate search directions 
Distance from the minimiser to a GLM on the principal axis 
Maximum distance from the minimiser to a GLM on the principal axis 
The pth column of U 

An invertible matrix which maps the constraint normals aiq f--7 eq 

A vector in ]Rn, usually a member of V 

Matrix whose columns are members of V 
Set of vectors which form a basis for ]Rn 

Set of vectors which form a positive basis for ]Rn 

A vector in ]Rn, usually a member of W+ 
A set of vectors which form a positive basis for a subset of ]Rn 

A vector in ]Rn 

Initial point 

Sequence of iterates 
Local minimiser 
A grid local minimiser, or (quasi-) minimal frame centre 

Point on the blocking constraint Ci in direction Vj 

Compact set of ordered positive bases with cardinality m 
Subsequence of iterates 
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Notation 

Temporary storage vector, usually the point returned by a line search 

Difference in the directional derivatives of successive iterations 

The set of integers 

Line search step size parameter 

Line search steps 

Step size parameter for Xij 

Real number contained in the interval (0,1) 

Difference in the gradient of successive iterations 

Small positive quantity 

Decrease in the objective function due to the search step 
Decrease in the objective function due to exterior direction line search 

Decrease in the objective function due to interior direction line search 

Sufficient descent parameter 

Real constants 

Structure coefficients 

Integer constants 

Various angles 

Integration dummy variable 

Positive constant 

Condition number of Hessian matrix 

Lagrange multipliers 

Positive constant 

Minimum and maximum eigenvalues of Hessian matrix 

Constant used in defining the sufficient descent parameter E = Nhv 

Lower and upper bounds on the length of positive basis vectors 

Lower and upper bounds on successive forward tracking step sizes 

Tolerance for including constraints in the working set A+ 
Tolerance for determining the convergence of a sequence of function values 

Tolerance for determining the convergence of a sequence of gradient values 

Lower and upper bounds on the line search step lengths 

Lower and upper bounds on the structure coefficients 

Lower bound on the minimum value of I det(V) I 
Tolerance for determining the convergence of a sequence of iterates 

Lower bound on the maximum value of direction cosines 

Lower and upper bounds for strictly big-oh notation 

Positive constant 

Positive constant 

Various angles 

Feasible region 

The gradient of f at x 

The Hessian of f at x 

The empty set 
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\ Set difference operator: x E X \ Y ==} x E X and x tj. Y. 

L·J Floor function: Lx J is the greatest integer less than or equal to x. 
r'l Ceiling function: r xl is the least integer greater than or equal to x. 

II . II Euclidean norm (unless otherwise stated) 

II . IIF Frobenius norm 
II· Ilg Grid norm (taxi-cab norm) 
o End of proof marker 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

What is optimisation? The word optimal comes from the Latin word optimus which 

means best [33, p. ix]; so optimisation is the art and science of determining the "best" 

solutions to certain mathematically defined problems [31, p. 3]. The "goodness" of 

candidate solutions is determined by an objective function whose value depends on a 

set of independent decision variables or parameters [2, p. 1]. 

Many optimisation problems arise from modelling physical situations and so there 

is an extremely wide range of applications [31, p. 3]. In fact optimisation methods 

reach into almost every area in which numerical information is processed; science, 

engineering, mathematics, statistics, economics and commerce [31, p. 4]. As Fletcher 

writes in the preface to [31]: 

The subject of optimization is a fascinating blend of heuristics and rigour, of 

theory and experiment. It can be studied as a branch of pure mathematics, 

and yet has applications in almost every branch of science and technology. 

An engineer, for example, may be interested in minimising the drag on a new aircraft 

design whereas an economist may be interested in maximising profits. However since 

finding the minimiser of a function f is equivalent to finding the maximiser of - f, 
the distinction between minimising and maximising is, mathematically, irrelevant. It 

is commonplace in the mathematical literature for the words optimise and minimise 

to be synonymous and this is the meaning used throughout this thesis. 

If there are restrictions or constraints that define acceptable values for the decision 

variables then the optimisation process is called constrained optimisation. If there are 

no such restrictions then the optimisation process is called unconstrained optimisation. 

In general it is only practicable to find local rather than global solutions to optimi

sation problems and some conditions such as the continuity of the objective function 

may need to be imposed in order to guarantee the existence of a mini miser [31, p. 12]. 

Only local optimisation of continuous functions is considered here. 

For the purposes of this thesis, optimisation is the process of finding a local min

imiser of an objective function whose independent decision variables may be subject 

to some constraints. For example, the objective function could represent the cost of 

production in some commercial or industrial process. The constraints could represent 

the level of pollution produced, the amount of materials available and the total time 

until completion. Clearly there are many possible variations on this theme. 

1 
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Derivative-free optimisation 

Consistent use of the terms derivative-free and direct search when discussing "non

gradient" based optimisation is yet to be properly established. In its broadest sense 

derivative-free means that the gradient of the objective function is not used. This may 

be because the gradient is too expensive to calculate, unable to be calculated with 

sufficient accuracy, or because it simply does not exist. 

One of the problems defining derivative-free optimisation can be illustrated with 

the following example. Quasi-Newton methods are gradient-based methods. They are 

clearly not derivative-free. However suppose the gradient is approximated by finite 

differences so that the gradient is not directly evaluated. Now the method relies solely 

on function values; is it now derivative-free? Some authors say yes, some say no. For 

completeness definitions of both derivative-free methods and direct search methods 

are given below. The definition for derivative-free is a more general version of the 

definition given in [16, p. 399]. However as a precise definition of what is meant by 

derivative-free is not necessary for the material presented in this thesis the pros and 

cons of alternative derivative-free definitions will not be discussed further. 

Definition 1.1 (Derivative-free). Methods which do not directly compute the gra

dient of the objective function. 

Definition 1. 2 (Direct search). Methods which use function value comparIsons 

rather than explicit function values [50]. 

As direct search methods are a subset of derivative-free methods they will not be 

(explicitly) discussed further (see [45] for a thorough recent survey of direct search 

methods). 

The initial popularity of derivative-free methods began to decline by the 1970s in 

favour of methods which use derivative information to locate the minimisers of func

tions. Some authors recommended that methods which did not make use of derivative 

information be avoided. For example, Gill et al [37, p. 93] write: 

A method using function comparison should only be used if there is no other 

suitable method available. If a user decides to use a function comparison 

method only because of its simplicity and seeming generality, he may pay 

a severe price in speed and reliability. .., The substantial disadvantage of 

function comparison methods is that few (if any) guarantees can be made 

concerning convergence. 
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This highlights one of the reasons for the decline in popularity of derivative-free 

methods: the lack a theoretical convergence and rate of convergence results. Many mod

ern texts on optimisation only mention in passing the existence and use of derivative

free methods. Some authors ignore this type of optimisation method altogether in 

favour of derivative-based methods. Recently however derivative-free methods have 

become fashionable again (see for example [16, 29, 50, 61, 77]). This resurgence is 

due in part to the development of new theoretical frameworks which have allowed the 

construction of convergence results for some established derivative-free methods (see 

for example [15, 22, 51, 73, 74]). 

Another motivation for the development and use of derivative-free methods is that 

there is a large number of practical problems where derivative information is just 

not available. Many optimisation problems do not permit the calculation of analytic 

derivatives: if the function values are obtained by the measurement of some physical 

process or some complex numerical simulation for example. The physical nature of 

some problems may mean that calculating many finite difference approximations is 

impractical [16, p. 84]; if the objective function is expensive to compute (either in 

real cost as some expensive physical process, or in the time that such a computation 

requires) for example. Perhaps calculating an accurate finite difference approximation 

of the gradient is impractical for physical reasons: it may not be practical to alter 

the temperature in the chamber where a chemical reaction is taking place by one part 

in a million and then to measure the effect that this has on the objective function. 

Optimisation problems of this nature are common in the industrial world. Further

more if the function values are the result of some measurement then they will also be 

subject to noise and so derivative information may range from unreliable through to 

totally unusable. The calibration of robotic arms is one such example from mechanical 

engineering. Due to the type of measurements recorded during the calibration process 

there is no derivative information and since the measurements are themselves subject 

to noise there may even be a loss of continuity of the objective function [18]. Since 

derivative-free methods do not require derivatives it is often claimed that they are 

robust for problems where there are discontinuities or where the function values are 

affected by noise. 

Noise. Most optimisation algorithms are not designed to solve problems in which the 

computation of the function values are subject to noise. It is often assumed that the 

objective function can be evaluated on a computer to full machine precision. A problem 

with the optimisation of noisy functions is that if the algorithm requires the estimation 
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of derivatives by differences and if the difference parameter does not depend on the level 

of noise then incorrect derivative approximations are usually obtained. This invariably 

leads to the failure of the algorithm. Another possible problem is that the termination 

criteria of the algorithm must recognise when differences in the objective function 

values are only due to noise [54, p. 340]. Since direct search algorithms only rank 

function values their performance should be relatively unaffected by noise provided 

the noise level does not alter the ranking of the function values. See [1] for the recent 

development of a direct search algorithm for the unconstrained optimisation of noisy 

functions. 

Thesis overview 

Recent advances (for example [13, 21, 22, 50, 65, 66]) have led to the possibility of 

efficient, provably convergent, derivative-free optimisation algorithms that are appli

cable to the solution of large-scale, real-world problems. Previously most provably 

convergent algorithms made use of gradient information. Recently however derivative

free methods have been developed which are provably convergent and also numerically 

efficient (for example [23, 67]). 

Established techniques for developing and analysing the convergence of optimisa

tion algorithms usually require the exploitation of at least one of three general classical 

approaches: trust-regions, line searches or grids. Trust-region methods are not con

sidered further here, but see [14] for a very thorough treatment of this topic. A new 

frame-based approach developed from grid-based methods offers greater flexibility and 

new opportunities to develop efficient, provably convergent optimisation algorithms. 

The main focus of this thesis is the development of a provably convergent frame

based line search algorithm for linearly constrained optimisation. This extends the 

frame-based line search algorithm for unconstrained optimisation developed in [65]. 

The extension to handle linear constraints follows the approach presented in [66]. Full 

convergence results for both simple and sufficient descent algorithms for unconstrained 

and linearly constrained optimisation are developed. Although convergence has already 

been established for a simple descent frame-based line search algorithm for uncon

strained optimisation the convergence proof presented here is new and less restrictive 

than the original in [65]. The practical efficiency of these algorithms can be enhanced 

by avoiding some of the weaknesses of existing grid-based approaches. 

Both grids and frames rely on positive bases which are discussed in more detail 

in the following chapter. Chapter 2 also presents the necessary background on grids 

and frames. The frame-based line search algorithms for unconstrained and linearly 
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constrained optimisation are developed in Chapters 3 and 4. The constrained algo

rithms are automatically applicable to unconstrained optimisation problems however, 

for clarity, the unconstrained case is developed separately first even though this leads 

to some duplication. 

A weakness with a common choice of stopping conditions for existing grid- and 

frame-based derivative-free methods is identified and a solution is presented in Chap

ter 5. Chapter 6 shows that the results developed in Chapter 5 are also effective when 

extended for use with existing derivative-based (BFGS and DFP) algorithms. This ex

tension is shown to possess good numerical stability properties even when approximate 

second-order information is available to only limited precision, as is usually the case 

in practice. The main body of the thesis concludes with a discussion and summary in 

Chapter 7. 

Extensive performance results for specific implementations of algorithms conform

ing to the frameworks developed are not presented. While this is an important consid

eration such an investigation at this stage would shift the focus of the research away 

from the theoretical frameworks and onto specific implementations. 

This chapter concludes with a presentation of the background theory for both 

unconstrained and constrained optimisation. None of this background material is new 

(see for example [31, 37, 58]). It is included here for completeness and to develop the 

notation that will be used throughout the remainder of the thesis. 

1.1 Unconstrained optimisation 

Since unconstrained optimisation is concerned with finding a minimiser of a function it 

is important to define what is meant by a descent direction. Many authors define this 

in terms of directional derivatives. However as the material presented in this thesis is 

to apply in a broader (derivative-free) context a more general definition is used. 

Definition 1.3 (Descent direction). A direction p E IRn is a descent direction for 

f: IRn ----+ IR at a point x E IRn if there exists b > 0 such that f (x + ap) < f (x) whenever 

a E (O,b). 

This definition does not alter established derivative-based notions of descent when 

derivative information is available. For example, if f E C1 (where Ck denotes the set 

of all functions whose kth derivatives exist and are continuous) and p TVf (x) < 0 then 

p is a descent direction for f at x. However if Vf(x) = 0 then no first-order descent 

directions for f exist at x. If f E C2, Vf(x) = 0 and pT V 2f(x)p < 0 then p is a 

(second-order) descent direction for f at x. 
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For a given objective function f: IRn -+ IR the general unconstrained optimisation 

problem can be written as 

mInImISe f(x), 

subject to x E IRn. 
(1.1) 

Solutions of (1.1) are local minimisers of f. However, as second-order information may 

not even exist, stationary points of f are also accepted. 

Definition 1.4 (Minimum). If there exists an open ball B about a point x* E ]Rn 

such that 

f(x*) ~ f(x), \Ix E B (1.2) 

then f (x*) is a (local) minimum of f. 

Note that in order to refer to the open ball centred on Xo with radius 6 the notation 

B(xo, 6) = {x E IRn : Ilx-xo II < 6} will be used. Unless otherwise stated 11·11 represents 

the Euclidean norm. 

Definition 1.5 (Minimiser). A point x* E IRn for which inequality (1.2) holds is 

called a (local) minimiser of f. 

If f(x*) ~ f(x) for all x E IRn then x* is a global minimiser and f(x*) is the global 

minimum of f. If there exists an open ball B aboutx* such that inequality (1.2) 

strictly holds for all x E B \ {x*} then x* is a strict local minimiser of f and f(x*) is 

the strict minimum. If there exists an open ball B about x* such that inequality (1.2) 

holds and x* is the only minimiser in B then x* is an isolated minimiser. 

If fECI then by Taylor series 

f(x + p) = f(x) + pTVf(x) + o(llpll)· (1.3) 

If Vf (x) is non-zero then p = - Vf (x) is a first-order descent direction for f at x and 

so x is not a local minimiser of f. Therefore 

Vf(x*) = 0 (1.4) 

is a necessary first-order condition for x* to be a solution of the unconstrained optimi

sation problem (1.1). 

Similarly, if f E C2 then 

(1.5) 
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If \If (x) = 0 and p T\l2f (x) p < 0 then p is a descent direction for f at x so that 

x is not a local minimiser. Hence a necessary second-order condition for x* to be a 

local minimiser is that p T\l2f (x*) p ): 0 for every p E }Rn so that \l2f (x*) is positive

semi-definite. If equation (1.4) holds and p T\l2f(x*) p > 0 for all non-zero p then by 

equation (1.5) there exists a 0 > 0 such that f(x*) ~ f(x) for all x E 8(x*,o). Hence 

a sufficient second-order condition for x* to be a local minimiser is that \l2f(x*) is 

positive-definite. 

1.2 Constrained optimisation 

In many practical situations there are restrictions on the acceptable solutions for the 

optimisation problem (1.1): one or more of the variables may represent physical quan

tities (perhaps the amount of material required for some manufacturing process for 

example) and so must remain non-negative. Typically these restrictions or constraints 

are characterised by a set of functions {Ci (x)} and split into two categories: equality 

constraints and inequality constraints. The general constrained optimisation problem 

can then be written as 

minimise f (x) , 

subject to Ci(X) = 0, Vi E £ 

Ci(X) ): 0, Vi E I 

(1.6) 

where £ and I are the (finite and disjoint) index sets for the equality and inequality 

constraints. 

Definition 1.6 (Equality constraints). The equality constraints are the constraints 

Ci (x) for which an acceptable point x E }Rn must satisfy Ci (x) = 0 for each i E £. 

Definition 1. 7 (Inequality constraints). The inequality constraints are the con

straints Ci (x) for which an acceptable point x E }Rn must satisfy Ci (x) ): 0 for each 

i E I. 

Definition 1.8 (Feasible point). A point x E ]Rn is feasible if it satisfies all of the 

constraints. That is Ci (x) = 0 for each i E £ and Ci (x) ): 0 for each i E I. 

Definition 1. 9 (Feasible region). The feasible region S1 is the set of all feasible 

points. 
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The minima and minimisers for constrained optimisation problems are defined in 

a similar way to those in Definitions 1.4 and 1.5 for the unconstrained case with the 

addition that points must be feasible. Hence the open ball B of inequality (1.2) is 

replaced by B n n for the constrained optimisation problem. Similarly, if j(x*) ::::; j(x) 
for all x E n, then x* E n is a global constrained mini miser with global minimum 

j(x*). 

Five more definitions are presented before developing the necessary conditions for 

x* to be a solution of the constrained optimisation problem (1.6) when the constraints 

are linear. 

Definition 1.10 (Feasible step). If x and x + p are both feasible points then p is a 

feasible step from x. 

Definition 1.11 (Active constraint). If Ci(X) = 0 then Ci is active at x. The index 

set for all active constraints at a point x is given by A( x) = {i E £ U I : Ci (x) = O}. 

Definition 1.12 (Feasible direction). A unit vector p E ]Rn is a feasible direction 

from a feasible point x if there exists an infinite sequence of feasible points {x(k)} ~ n 
such that x(k) ----t x as k ----t 00 and 

The set of all feasible directions from x is denoted by Vex). When non-linear 

constraints are present it is often more convenient to consider the set of linearised 

feasible directions. 

Definition 1.13 (Linearised feasible directions). The set VL(x) of linearised fea

sible directions from a feasible point x is the set of all unit vectors p E ]Rn such that 

pTVCi(X) = 0 for all i E £ and pTVCi(X) ~ 0 for all i E In A(x). 

It is shown in [31, p. 202] that Vex) ~ VL(x). Points at which Vex) = VL(x) 
are called regular points. The definitions presented so far are applicable for general 

constraints. However only linear constraints are considered throughout the remainder 

of this thesis. Note that if the constraints are linear then Vex) = VL(x) for all x E n 
and so all feasible points are regular points [31, p. 203]. 
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Linear constraints. If the constraints in the general constrained optimisation prob

lem (1.6) are all linear then the resulting problem is a linearly constrained optimisation 

problem. A point x* is a solution of this problem if it satisfies the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker 

(or KKT) conditions: 

x* EO, (1.7) 

\lj(x*) = L .\\lCi(X*) , (1.8) 
iEEUI 

AiCi(X*) = 0, Vi E £U'I, (1.9) 

Ai ~ 0, Vi ET (1.10) 

Equation (1.9) is sometimes referred to as the complimentarity condition. This forces 

\lj(x*) = 0 to be a necessary first-order optimality condition whenever the constraints 

are inactive at x*. If exactly one of Ai or Ci (x*) but not both is zero then strict com

plimentarity is said to hold at x*. If Ai and Ci (x*) are both zero the constraint Ci is 

said to be weakly active at x* [31, p. 201]. Note that at regular points the KKT con

ditions (1.7)-(1.10) are also applicable for generally (that is non-linearly) constrained 

optimisation problems [31, p. 200]. Sometimes the KKT conditions are stated in terms 

of the Lagrangian £(x, A) defined as 

£(x, A) = j(x) - L AiCi(X) 
iEEUI 

so that a solution x* of the linearly constrained optimisation problem must satisfy 

Vx£(x*, A) = o. The constants Ai are known as the Lagrange multipliers. If the active 

constraints at x are linearly independent then the Lagrange multipliers at x are unique 

[31, p. 196]. 

A necessary second-order condition for x* to be a solution of the general linearly 

constrained optimisation problem is that ~;£(x*, A) is positive-semi-definite on the 

subspace orthogonal to the active constraint normals (i.e. on the intersection of the 

active constraint tangent hyperplanes). If strict complimentarity holds then a sufficient 

condition is that ~;£(x*, A*) is positive-definite on that subspace [31, pp. 210-211]. 

Note that although constraints which are simple bounds are a subset of linear 

constraints there exist special techniques for solving such problems more efficiently 

(for more details see for example [31, 37, 58]). 
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Linear programming 

If the objective function is linear and the constraints are linear then the resulting 

optimisation problem is known as a linear programming problem or linear program. 

Management science and operations research make extensive use of linear models and 

so linear programming is particularly important in these areas [58, p. 6]. Special 

techniques have been developed that make use of the special structure of linear pro

gramming problems in order to improve the efficiency with which they are solved. This 

particular specialisation is not part of the scope of the research presented here and so 

linear programming will not be considered further in this thesis. 

Quadratic programming 

If the objective function is quadratic and the constraints are linear then the result

ing optimisation problem is known as a quadratic programming problem or quadratic 

program. Quadratic programs can either be solved, or shown to be infeasible, in a 

finite number of steps. The number of such steps however depends on the nature of 

the objective function and the number of inequality constraints. If the Hessian of the 

objective function is positive-semi-definite then a solution x* is a global solution (by 

the convexity of the objective function and feasible region) and the resulting quadratic 

program is called a convex quadratic program; which in some cases is no more diffi

cult to solve than a linear program. If the Hessian is positive-definite then the global 

solution x* is also unique. Quadratic programs in which the Hessian of the objec

tive function is indefinite tend to be more difficult to solve as they can have several 

stationary points [58, pp. 441-442]. In some cases a quadratic program may have a 

special structure which can be utilised in order to gain improved efficiency or stability 

[31, pp. 247-250]. However, like linear programming, quadratic programming will not 

be considered further here. 



Chapter 2 

Positive bases, grids, and frames 

Positive bases are a key feature of both grid- and frame-based optimisation methods. 

As shown in [22], grid-based methods are a generalisation of the pattern search methods 

discussed in [29, 73, 74] and frames are an extension of grids [21, 65, 66]. The flexibility 

of grid- and especially frame-based methods means that many existing derivative

free algorithms can be formulated in terms of grids or frames. Such a formulation 

provides a theoretical framework which guarantees the convergence of many derivative

free optimisation algorithms. This is important since many of the early derivative-free 

methods developed in the 1950s and 1960s were considered by some to be ad hoc 

methods. Without derivative information their convergence was considered unprovable 

(see the quote on page 2). The direct search method of Hooke and Jeeves [44] for 

example was developed in 1961 and yet its convergence properties were not widely 

known for over 30 years. However, as the method conforms to a grid-based framework, 

its convergence is assured [22, 23]. Furthermore, algorithms which do not appear to 

conform to grid or frame-based approaches are sometimes able to be modified to fit such 

a framework thus guaranteeing their convergence. One such example is the simplex 

method of NeIder and Mead [57] developed in 1965. Despite its age the NeIder-Mead 

simplex method is still the method of choice for many practitioners in the fields of 

statistics, engineering and the physical and medical sciences. Although it is popular 

and enjoys frequent practical success the convergence results developed so far only 

apply in one dimension [46]. A family of strictly convex C2 functions are known for 

which the N elder-Mead algorithm converges to non-stationary points when started with 

a particular initial configuration [53]. At present there is no function in any dimension 

greater than one for which the N elder-Mead algorithm has been proved to converge to 

a mini miser [46, pp. 113-114]. However the algorithm is easily adaptable to fit within 

a frame-based framework which improves its performance and guarantees convergence 

whilst maintaining the "spirit" of the original algorithm [8, 67]. 

The algorithms for unconstrained and linearly constrained optimisation developed 

in Chapters 3 and 4 are all frame-based algorithms. However since frames have been 

developed from grids it is important to investigate the behaviour of grid-based algo

rithms to avoid some of their weaknesses. One area in particular where derivative-free 

methods have a potential weakness is deciding suitable stopping conditions. This is 

investigated further in Chapter 5. 

11 
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2.1 Positive bases 

The theory of positive bases was introduced by Davis [26] in 1954. Although it does 

not appear in many modern texts on linear algebra the theory of positive bases has 

recently been the subject of renewed interest within the optimisation community (see 

for example [23, 29, 47, 48, 78]). 

Definition 2.1 (Positive basis). A positive basis V+ for IRn is a set of vectors for 

which the following conditions hold: 

(a) Every vector in IRn can be written as a non-negative combination of the vectors in 

the positive basis. 

(b) No element of V+ is expressible as a non-negative combination of the remaining 

elements of V +. 

Finite sets which satisfy (a), but not necessarily (b), are called positive spanning 

sets. Property (a) is the crucial one but positive bases are usually preferred for reasons 

of economy [63]. It is shown in [26] that, unlike bases for IRn which have exactly n 

elements, the cardinality IV + I of a positive basis for IRn satisfies 

Example 2.1 (Minimal positive basis). If V = {VI, ... , Vn } is a basis for IRn then 

n 

V + = {VI, ... , Vn , - L vd 
i=I 

is a positive basis for IRn with n + 1 elements. 

Example 2.2 (Maximal positive basis). If V = {VI, ... , vn } is a basis for IRn then 

is a positive basis for IRn with 2n elements. 

Maximal positive bases are useful for forming second-order finite difference esti

mates of gradients. Minimal positive bases can be used to provide a first-order esti

mate of the gradient together with an estimate of its accuracy [23]. Other examples 

and properties of positive bases can be found in [26]. 

Most existing convergence proofs for derivative-free methods that use positive bases 

rely either explicitly ([21, 22]) or implicitly ([29]) on ordered positive bases and the 
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structural equivalence of a subsequence of positive bases. These constructs overcome 

some of the problems that arise when proving convergence: in particular, guaranteeing 

the existence of the limit of a sequence of positive bases. Certain extra assumptions 

are required if this limit is also to be a positive basis. The convergence proofs for the 

frame-based algorithms presented in Chapters 3 and 4 are more general and do not 

rely on ordered positive bases or structural equivalence. However since many existing 

results do rely on these ideas they are included for completeness. 

Definition 2.2 (Ordered positive bases). If the basis V for}Rn is extended to create 

the positive basis V + it is often assumed that the first n members of V + are those of 

V (in the same order) and that the remaining IV+I - n members of V+ are a linear 

combination of the members of V so that 

n 

Vj = L (ijVi (2.1) 
i=l 

for each j E {n+ 1, ... , IV+I}, where each (ij E R Equation (2.1) requires the members 

of V + to assume a specific order. Positive bases satisfying these requirements are called 

ordered positive bases [21, 22]. 

Definition 2.3 (Structural equivalence). Two ordered positive bases {Vi}~l and 

{Wi}~l are structurally equivalent if 

n n 

Vj = L(ijVi ~ Wj = L(ijWi, Vj E {n + 1, ... ,m}. 
i=l i=l 

Structurally equivalent positive bases necessarily have the same cardinality [22]. 

The quantities (ij are sometimes referred to as the structure coefficients [21]. Structural 

equivalence is useful in that if the set {vi}i=l is a basis for }Rn and these vectors are 

also conjugate directions of an estimated Hessian matrix then the associated positive 

basis automatically takes into account second order information [64]. The usefulness of 

conjugate directions for grid- and frame-based optimisation methods will be discussed 

in more detail in Chapter 5. 

Definition 2.4 (Limit of a sequence of ordered positive bases). A set {V~<XJ)}~l 
with cardinality m is the limit of a sequence of ordered positive bases V~) = {vik)}~l 
with cardinality m if 

lim V~k) = vi<XJ) , Vi E {1, ... ,m}. 
k---'><XJ 2 
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Extra assumptions are required to ensure that the limit (if it exists) is also a positive 

basis. In particular it is necessary to prevent the span of the limiting set of vectors 

from collapsing to a subspace of ffin. This is discussed in more detail in [21, 22, 65, 67] 

and the following section. Limits of sequences of ordered positive bases which are 

themselves ordered positive bases are used to prove the convergence of the general 

class of grid- and frame-based optimisation algorithms in [21, 22]. 

N on-degenerate sequences of positive bases 

Positive bases are useful in an optimisation context because if the gradient of the 

objective function is non-zero then at least one of the positive basis directions is a 

descent direction. A non-degenerate sequence of positive bases is one in which there is 

a positive basis direction which is not (and in the limit does not become) an arbitrarily 

poor descent direction. In practice however the gradient may not be known so that 

appropriately orientating the positive basis is difficult: unless there is a positive uniform 

lower bound on the maximum direction cosine between any non-zero vector in JR.n and 

the positive basis directions. To enforce this condition most grid- and frame-based 

algorithms have used (or assumed) ordered positive bases. For such positive bases if 

the set of vectors V = {vi}i=l is a basis for JR.n and V = [VI, ... ,vn] is the matrix whose 

columns are the elements of V, then typically, the following conditions are required 

to ensure that the limit of a sequence of such ordered positive bases is also a positive 

basis: 

(a) 

(b) 

I det(V) I ~ Tv 

Ilvll ::::; 3, Vv E V 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

for some (small) positive constant Tv and some (large) positive constant 3. These 

two conditions on their own however do not guarantee a non-degenerate sequence of 

positive bases as the following example illustrates. 

Example 2.3. Let V = {VI, V2} be a basis for JR.2 and V = [VI, V2] be the associated 

matrix whose columns are the positive basis directions. Then I det(V) I is the area of 

the parallelogram spanned by VI and V2 so that I det(V)I = IlvIiI ·llv211·1 sinel where e 
is the angle between VI and V2' Hence equations (2.2) and (2.3) require that each Ilvill 

is bounded away from zero and that To ::::; e ::::; 7r - To, for some typically small positive 

constant To. Figure 2.1 shows basis directions VI and V2 which satisfy conditions (2.2) 
and (2.3). However to create a positive basis V+ with three members it is only necessary 

to include the vector V3 inside the shaded region of Figure 2.1. If V3 = -(VI - V2 for 
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Figure 2.1: Wide angle basis. 

Figure 2.2: Narrow angle basis. 

some ( > 0 then V3 completes the positive basis. However if a sequence of such bases 

is formed with vt) = -((k)vi
k

) - V~k) then if ( (k) ---7 0 the descent along each of the 

positive basis directions may become arbitrarily poor; the angle b (shown in Figure 

2.1) tends to zero as ((k) ---7 o. A similar situation is illustrated in Figure 2.2 where 

the angle between vectors VI and V2 attains the lower bound 79. 

Requiring a sequence of such positive bases to be structurally equivalent avoids the 

potential problem of arbitrarily poor descent directions. The structural equivalence of 

a sequence of positive bases requires that the structure coefficients are all independent 

of k. For such a sequence the values of ((k) are fixed and so cannot tend to zero. Placing 

bounds on acceptable values of the structure coefficients also prevents arbitrarily poor 

descent directions. 

In higher dimensions I det(V) I is the (hyper- ) volume of the parallelepiped defined by 

the basis vectors Vi. The lower bound on I det(V)1 prevents this volume from collapsing 

and this prevents the basis vectors from lying in a subspace of ffi.n
. It also places the 

implicit lower bound of Tv3I-n on the lengths of the basis vectors [65]. However if one 

of the basis vectors attains this lower bound then all of the remaining basis vectors 

must have the maximum length 3. If it is necessary to have a lower bound that all 

of the basis vectors can achieve then the lower bound increases (for typical values of 

Tv and 3) to TJI/n) which tends to one as n tends to infinity for any fixed positive 
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constant TV' The usefulness of positive bases in an optimisation context stems from 

the following result [23]. 

Theorem 2.1. IfV+ is a positive basis then 

Proof. Let V+ = {Vi}~l be a positive basis for IRn. Since any vector in IRn can be 

written as a non-negative combination of the positive basis vectors let 

m 

-g = 2: (iVi 
i=l 

where (i ?: 0 for each i E {1, ... ,m}. If vlg ?: 0 for each Vi E V+ then 

m 

o ~ 2: (ivlg 
i=l 

and since -g Tg ~ 0 it follows that 

m 

o ~ 2: (iViTg = _gTg ~ 0 
i=l 

and so the only possibility is 9 = O. D 

The importance of this result will be expanded upon in the following section on 

grids. 

2.2 Grids 

The grid Q(xo, h, V) is the (infinite) set of points in IRn defined by a point Xo on the 

grid, a grid size parameter h > 0 and a set of n linearly independent basis vectors 

V = {vi}i=l so that 

n 

Q(xo, h, V) = {x E IRn x = Xo + h 2: rliVi, V'fJi E Z}. 
i=l 

When the values of the parameters xo, h and V are not in question the grid may be 

abbreviated as Q. The grid size parameter h is adjusted from time to time in order to 

ensure that successive grids become finer in a manner needed to establish convergence 

[22]. Convergence is shown with the use of Theorem 2.1 which leads to the following 

definition [22]. 
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Definition 2.5 (Grid local minimiser). A point x Egis a grid local mini miser for 

the function f on the grid 9 with respect to a positive basis V + if 

f(x + hv) ;;:: f(x), \Iv E V+. 

The term grid local minimiser will be abbreviated as GLM. For grid-based methods 

the points x + hv must also lie on the grid for each v E V +; this can be guaranteed 

if each member of V+ is an integer linear combination of the members of V [23]. The 

definition of a GLM is motivated by the fact that if V + is a positive basis then by 

Theorem 2.1, 

The conditions which define a GLM are a finite difference approximation to this [22]. 

At a GLM there is sufficient information to give an approximation to \If(x) or at least 

an upper bound on II\lf(x) II [29] (see [23, 37, 58] for details on the practical problem of 

estimating derivative information using function values at grid points). The flexibility 

of grid-based methods is summarised in [22] as follows: 

An important aspect of the main convergence result is that successive grids 

may be arbitrarily translated, rotated, and sheared relative to one another, 

and each grid axis may be rescaled independently of the others. This flex

ibility allows second-order information to be incorporated into the shape 

of successive grids, for example, by aligning grid axes along conjugate di

rections or the principal axes of an approximating quadratic. The hope 

is to construct nonderivative algorithms that possess useful properties of 

conjugate direction or quasi-Newton algorithms, thus exploiting curvature 

information without assuming the existence of second derivatives or the 

availability of first derivatives. 

Grid-based methods are not as restrictive as the pattern search methods of [47, 74] 

where a single set of grid axes is used, only rational scalings of the grids are allowed 

and arbitrary translations are not permitted. Furthermore the pattern search methods 

of [47, 74] do not allows scalings and re-alignments to reflect curvature information 

[22]. More details on the differences between grid-based and pattern search methods 

can be found in [22]. A simple example of a grid-based algorithm is now presented. 

Grid-based algorithms 

Template Gl, below, is a simplified version of a grid-based algorithm that appears 

in [22]. The algorithm generates a sequence of GLMS on a succession of progressively 
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finer grids. This is achieved by evaluating the objective function f at each of the 

nearby grid points x(k) + hlk)v, for each v E vf). If no grid points with function values 

lower than f(x(k)) are found then the current iterate is a GLM. If points with function 

values lower than f(x(k)) exist then the next iterate is set to the point with the lowest 

function value. Each time a GLM is found the grid size parameter h(k) is reduced and 

a new grid is created about the iterate with the lowest function value. This process 

is repeated (typically until the grid size parameter has been reduced below a certain 

cut-off tolerance). 

Template Gl: Generic grid-based algorithm 

Step 1: Set j = 0, k = 0 and choose the initial point x(o). 

Step 2: Choose h(k), V(k) and vf) to determine the grid g(k) = g(x(k), h(k), V(k)). 

Step 3: Evaluate f(x(k)) and f(x(k) + h(k)v) for each v E vf). 

Step 4: Set x(k+1) to be the lowest point found in Step 3. 

Step 5: If x(k) is a GLM then: 

Set xU) = x(k), increment j and k. 
If the stopping conditions are satisfied then stop, otherwise go to Step 2. 

Otherwise: 

Increment k and go to Step 3. 

With the appropriate conditions it can be shown (provided the stopping conditions 

are never invoked and h(k) tends to zero as k tends to infinity) that the sequence 

{xU)} of GLMs is infinite and the cluster points of {xU)} are stationary points of f. 
Furthermore as the sequence of function values {f(x(k))} decreases monotonically all 

cluster points have the same function value. The convergence of grid-based methods 

is established in [22]. 

2.3 Frames 

Frames are more flexible, cut-down versions of grids. A frame is a set of points in ~n 

defined by a frame centre, a frame size parameter and a positive basis, without the 

need for an underlying grid. The frame F(xo, h, V+) is the set of at most 2n points 

defined by the central frame point xu, frame size parameter h > 0 and positive basis 

V+ so that 
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As with grids, when the values of the parameters xo, h, and V+ are not in question, 

the frame may be abbreviated as F. For a given positive basis and frame size it is 

possible to refer to the frame centred on xo, or the frame about xo. The frame size 

parameter h is adjusted from time to time in a manner that guarantees convergence 

under the appropriate conditions. Frame-based methods can generate iterates which 

are equivalent to the GLMS of grid-based methods. Such iterates are called minimal 

frame centres [21]. 

Definition 2.6 (Minimal frame centre). A point x E ~n is a minimal frame centre 

for the function 1 with respect to a positive basis V + if 

1(x + hv) ~ 1(x), \Iv E V+. 

If x is a minimal frame centre then the associated frame is called a minimal frame 

about x or more simply, a minimal frame [21]. For algorithms that enforce some 

measure of sufficient descent convergence can be established for a sequence of frame 

centres which are "nearly" minimal, or more formally, E-quasi-minimaZ where E is some 

sufficient descent parameter [21]. 

Definition 2.7 (E-quasi-minimal frame centre). A point x E ~n which satisfies 

the weaker condition 

1(x + hV) ~ 1(x) - E, \Iv E V+ 

for some E > 0 is an E-quasi-minimal frame centre. 

When the value of E is not in question the term quasi-minimal frame centre may be 

used. The terms E-quasi minimal frame and quasi-minimal frame will be abbreviated 

as E-QMF and QMF. The terms E-quasi minimal frame centre and quasi-minimal frame 

centre will be abbreviated as E-QMP and QMP (quasi-minimal point). The sufficient 

descent parameter E determines whether the objective function can be reduced by a 

sufficient amount over the frame. If a frame is not E-quasi-minimal then the value of 

the objective function can be reduced by more than E by moving from the frame centre 

to one of the frame points. If such a reduction is not possible then the central frame 

point is an E-QMP and the frame is an E-QMF. 

Frame-based algorithms 

Template Fl, below, is a simplified version of a frame-based algorithm that appears 

in [21]. The algorithm generates a sequence of QMPS. This is achieved by evaluating 

the objective function at each of the adjacent positive basis points x(k) + h(k)v for 
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each v E vf). The next iterate is set to the point with the lowest function value. If no 

points with function values lower than f(x(k)) - E(k) are found then the current iterate 

is an E(kLQMF. Each time an E(kLQMF is found the minimum frame size parameter h~{n 
is reduced and a new frame is created about the iterate with the lowest function value. 

This process is repeated (typically until the frame size parameter has been reduced 

below a certain cut-off tolerance). 

To establish convergence, sufficient descent frame-based methods require that the 

sufficient descent parameter E(k) = o(h(k)) so that if Mk) tends to zero as k tends to 

infinity then E(k) /Mk) also tends to zero as k tends to infinity. In practice a useful 

choice for E(k) is 

for some positive constant N (that may be adjusted from time to time) and v > 1 

[21]. This choice of E was used in the frame-based convergent variant of the Nelder

Mead algorithm in [67] and is also used in the frame-based algorithm presented in 

Template Fl. 

Template Fl: Generic frame-based algorithm 

Step 1: Set j = 0 and k = O. Choose Nmax > 0, v > 1 and the initial point x(O). 

Step 2: Choose 0 < N(k) ~ N max and h~{n > O. 

Step 3: Choose V+(k) and Mk) >- h(k) to determine the frame F(k) = F(X(k) h(k) V(k)) "?'mm , ,+. 

Step 5: Evaluate f(x(k)) and f(x(k) + h(k)v) for each v E vf). 

Step 6: Set x(k+l) to the lowest point found in Step 5. 

Step 7: If F(k) is E(kLQMF then: 

Set xU) = x(k), increment j and k. 

If the stopping conditions are satisfied then stop, otherwise go to Step 2. 

Otherwise: 

Increment k and go to Step 3. 

With the appropriate conditions it can be shown (provided the stopping conditions 

are never invoked and h(k) tends to zero as k tends to infinity) that the sequence {x(j)} 
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of QMPS is infinite and the cluster points of {x(j)} are stationary points of f [22]. Fur

thermore as the sequence offunction values {f(x(k))} decreases monotonically all clus

ter points have the same function value. Note that although algorithm Templates G1 

and F1 are similar the points selected by Template G 1 must belong to a grid and new 

grids can only be created once a GLM is found; but a new frame can be selected at 

each iteration of Template F1 and each frame is independent of any underlying grid. 

This gives the frame-based algorithm of Template F1 much greater flexibility than the 

grid-based algorithm of Template G 1. 

Arbitrary finite processes can usefully be included in Step 3 and either (or both) 

branches of Step 5 for Template G1 and Step 5 and either (or both) branches of Step 7 

for Template F1 [21, 22]. Such processes could investigate the value of the objective 

function at finitely many points, implement a quasi-Newton step, perform a line search 

which is guaranteed to terminate or perhaps some other finite algorithm or heuristic 

that is not formulated in terms of grids or frames [21,22]. Some of these ideas will be 

discussed in more detail in Chapters 3 and 4. A disadvantage of grid-based methods 

is that steps to arbitrary lower points can only occur when a GLM has been found [22] 

and this may be infrequent [66]. 

Opportunistic algorithms 

The algorithms of Templates G1 and F1 require that the objective function is evaluated 

at all of the points which form a positive basis about the current iterate before the next 

iterate can be determined. If the objective function is expensive to evaluate it may be 

beneficial to abandon such a search as soon as a sufficient reduction in the objective 

function is obtained. Algorithms which are able to abandon a partially completed 

search in this manner are called opportunistic [65]. 
For frame-based methods opportunism means that the algorithm can abandon a 

partially completed frame immediately after locating a point of sufficient descent. Op

portunistic versions of Templates Gland F1 that are able to move to a new iterate 

whenever a point with sufficiently low function value is found are possible (see [21, 22] 

for more details). The price paid for opportunism is that the convergence theory ap

plies only to the sequence of GLMS or E-QMPS rather than to the entire sequence of 

iterates. To date there has been an unavoidable trade-off between these features [66]. 

This will be expanded upon in the next chapter. 



Chapter 3 

Frame-based algorithms for 

unconstrained optimisation 

In this chapter the class of simple descent frame-based line search algorithms for un

constrained optimisation developed in [65] is presented and a new convergence proof is 

developed. Using an approach similar to that in [65] a provably convergent sufficient 

descent frame-based line search algorithm is also developed. 

The convergence proof for the simple descent algorithm in [65] (in fact nearly all 

convergence proofs for frame-based algorithms) relies on the existence of a convergent 

subsequence of ordered positive bases whose limit is also an ordered positive basis. This 

requirement is usually enforced by requiring the existence of a subsequence of either 

structurally equivalent ordered positive bases or ordered positive bases of the same 

cardinality and construction. For example the following three methods are suggested 

in [65]: 

(a) All positive bases vf) = {v~k)} have cardinality 2n and v~k) 
i E {1, ... , n} and for each kEN. 

(k) -vn+i for each 

(b) The sequence of ordered positive bases is the union of a finite number of structurally 

equivalent subsets. 

( c) All positive bases vf) have cardinality n + 1 and there are negative constants 1SCl 

and 1SC2 which bound the structure coefficients so that 1SCl ~ d,~+1 ~ 1SC2 for each 

i E {1, ... , n} and for all kEN. 

Frame-based algorithms for unconstrained optimisation have tended to use one or 

a combination of minimal positive bases with n + 1 elements, maximal positive bases 

with 2n elements or structurally equivalent positive bases. Such restrictions were orig

inally imposed as a convenient way of constructing positive bases with the appropriate 

properties. Using ordered positive bases for example enables the construction of new 

positive bases by simply changing the underlying basis and also provides a convenient 

way of defining the limit of a sequence of positive bases. However the power of positive 

bases, which underlies all frame-based methods, is that the result of Theorem 2.1 (on 

page 16) holds for all positive bases not just certain subsets with special structural 

properties. 

22 
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A more general theoretical approach that ensures the appropriate limits exist and 

are themselves positive bases assumes that each subsequence of ordered positive bases 

with cardinality m is contained in a compact subset Xm of the set of all ordered positive 

bases with cardinality m. This ensures that for each subsequence of ordered positive 

bases with cardinality m there exists a convergent sub-subsequence and since the sub

subsequence is contained in the compact set Xm its limit is also in Xm so it is an 

ordered positive basis with cardinality m [65]. In other words this guarantees that the 

cluster points of subsequences of ordered positive bases with cardinality m are also 

ordered positive bases with cardinality m. In more practical terms this theoretical 

approach is equivalent to placing the appropriate uniform bounds on the members of 

the positive bases and this is the approach taken in this thesis. No other requirements, 

such as ordering or structural equivalence, are necessary for the convergence proofs of 

the frame-based algorithms presented in this chapter. 

The simple descent frame-based algorithm requires that, before a search direction 

is determined, the objective function is evaluated at a group of points including those 

which belong to a frame about the current iterate. Once the function has been eval

uated at these points then, regardless of the size of the descent, any descent at least 

as good as that obtained from the best frame point is acceptable. Since at least n + 1 

function evaluations (one at each of the frame points) must be carried out before a 

search direction is determined it may be possible to build up useful finite difference 

derivative information along the way. Note that a method of generating finite dif

ference gradient approximations with a built-in check on their accuracy is described 

in [23] where a least squares approximation of the gradient is compared to the finite 

difference approximation. A decision to switch between forward and central differences 

is made depending on how closely these approximations agree. This approach could 

be generalised for frame-based methods since for each frame at least n + 1 directional 

derivative difference estimates are obtained and so there is always an overdetermined 

system for approximating the gradient. 

Also in this chapter the simple descent frame-based line search algorithm from [65] 

is developed into an opportunistic sufficient descent frame-based line search algorithm 

for unconstrained optimisation. The opportunistic algorithm has the advantage that a 

new search direction can be determined as soon as sufficient progress is made. If, at the 

start of each iteration, a quasi-Newton or similar step is attempted that reduces the 

objective function by a sufficient amount then a new iterate can be found immediately 

without the need to complete a frame about the current iterate. Depending on the size 

of the positive basis this could save up to, between n + 1 and 2n, possibly expensive 
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function evaluations per iteration. In the worst case, when a frame must be completed 

about the current iterate before a search direction is determined, the sufficient descent 

and simple descent algorithms require the same number of function evaluations per 

iteration. 

In the following chapter both the simple descent and sufficient descent algorithms 

for unconstrained optimisation are extended to handle linear constraints. Full conver

gence results are established for all four types of algorithm. In the next two sections 

the simple descent and sufficient descent frame-based line search algorithms for uncon

strained optimisation are presented, along with their convergence proofs. 

3.1 Simple descent frame-based line search 

algorithms 

At each iteration of the simple descent frame-based line search algorithm for uncon

strained optimisation developed in [65] the objective function f is evaluated at a finite 

number of points including those which form a frame around the current iterate x(k). 

These points may collectively be expressed in the form x(k) +h(k)s, where s ranges over 

the members of a finite set sf) ~ vf). A member of sf), which is required to satisfy 

the adequate decrease condition 

(3.1) 

is then chosen as the search direction s(k). The step s(k) is known as the adequate 

descent step and the quantity 

(3.2) 

measures the decrease in f due to the adequate descent step· from x(k). 1f,6. (k) ~ 0 

then the frame is minimal, the current iterate is relabelled z(k) and the frame size is 

reduced. Otherwise,6. (k) > 0 and a line search is conducted along the line x(k)+ah(k) s(k) 

(a > 0) and the point z(k) = x(k) + a(k) h(k) s(k) is returned as the line search's outcome. 

There are many possible strategies for determining the point returned by the line 

search including analogues of the popular Goldstein-Armijo, one sided Wolfe-Powell 

and Armijo conditions. The algorithm may take any point not higher than z(k) as 

the next iterate x(k+1). This completes an iteration. The algorithm halts when the 

stopping conditions are satisfied. 
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Template U1: Unconstrained simple descent algorithm 

Step 1: Set k = 0 and choose the initial point x(O). 

Step 2: Choose h(k) V(k) and S(k) ~ V(k) ,+ + - +. 

Step 3: Determine a search direction s(k). 

Step 4: Set ~(k) = f(x(k)) - f(x(k) + h(k)s(k)). 

Step 5: If ~ (k) > 0 then: 
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Perform a line search and let Z(k) be the point selected by that search. 

Otherwise: 
Set Z(k) = x(k). 

Step 6: Calculate f at a finite number of points and choose X(k+1) to be the lowest of 

these points and Z(k). 

Step 7: If the stopping conditions are satisfied then stop, otherwise increment k and 

go to Step 2. 

Convergence of the algorithm 

The algorithm described in Template Ul can produce two different types of iterates: 

those which are minimal frame centres (~(k) :::; 0) and those from which a line search 

is conducted. The former can be viewed as discrete approximations to minimisers 

whereas a descent step is known in advance for the latter. Template Ul may produce 

either (or both) types of iterates. If the initial point is the global minimiser of a 

function for example then only iterates which are minimal frame centres are produced. 

On the other hand appropriate choices of sf) and h(k) may result in few or no iterates 

being minimal frame centres. 

Each sf) is a positive spanning set for IRn since it contains the positive basis vf) as 

a subset. Each sf) must contain only finitely many elements to ensure that Step 3 is 

a finite process. The choice of vectors which are added to vf) to form sf) is arbitrary 

apart from restrictions on length. This is one place where a quasi-Newton step could 

easily be included. Alternatively vf) could be chosen to include a quasi-Newton or 

other desired step. 

The choice of the finite set of points in Step 6 is also arbitrary but any such point 

cannot be accepted as the next iterate unless it is better than the point z(k) chosen 

in Step 5. If no extra function values are calculated in Step 6 then a pair of identical 

iterates is generated whenever a minimal frame occurs. 
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Line searches. Convergence for the full sequence of iterates generated by algorithm 

Template VI can be shown if each line search rejects steps that yield insufficient de

scent through either being too short or too long. The frame-based approach requires 

that hCk ) tends to zero as k tends to infinity which together with an upper bound on 

IlsCk) II ensures that an infinite sequence of steps that are too long is avoided. Hence 

Template VI is ideally suited to forward tracking line searches. 

A forward tracking line search generates an increasing sequence of values {aj} for 

which the corresponding function values fj = f(x Ck ) + ajkCk)sCk)) are calculated until 

a pre-selected line search termination condition is satisfied. The first member in the 

sequence of a-values is a1 = I as this corresponds to the step x Ck ) + kCk) sCk). Each 

subsequent a-value must satisfy 

(3.3) 

where I < Q1 < Q2. For later convenience define ao = 0 so that fa = f(x Ck )). Only the 

line search with termination criterion: 

is considered here (see [65] for five other line search possibilities). The penultimate 

value aj-1 is accepted as a Ck ) and the point zCk) = x Ck ) + a Ck ) hCk ) sCk) is returned as 

the line search's outcome. Condition LI ensures that a line local minimum lies in the 

a-interval [aj-2, aj]. Furthermore the actual function values are not required: only 

their relative ordering is important. 

Assumptions (Simple descent algorithm). The following assumptions are used 

to prove the convergence of the simple descent algorithm described in Template VI: 

AI. f: IRn ---+ IR is a C1 objective function. 

A2. The sequence of all iterates {x Ck )} is contained in a compact subset of IRn. 

A3. {hCk )} is a sequence of frame size parameters such that hCk ) ---+ 0 as k ---+ 00. 

A4. {Vf)} is a sequence of positive bases for IRn. 

A5. There exist positive constants ~ and 2: such that ~ ~ Ilvll ~ 2: for each v E vf) 
and for each kEN. 
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A6. There exists a positive constant ~ such that for each kEN and any non-zero 

g E IRn 

A7. 0 < Ils(k) II ~ :=: for each kEN. 

A8. The line search complies with Condition L1. 

Assumption A3 ensures that an upper bound hmax exists for all members of the se

quence {h(k)}. Assumption A6 prevents the use of positive bases whose directions are 

all poor descent directions for the objective function whenever the gradient of the ob

jective function is non-zero. This is achieved by ensuring that the maximum value of 

the direction cosines between -g and members of the positive basis is positive and uni

formly bounded away from zero. The importance of this uniform bound is illustrated 

in two dimensions in the following example [19] . 

Example 3.1. Let f(x, y) = (x -1)2 +y2 so that f has a minimum of zero at the min

imiser x* = (l , O)T. Let {g(k)} be the sequence of angles defined by g(k) = 7r/2 - (J - k 

for each kEN and some (J > 1 so that g (k) ---+ 7r /2 as k ---+ 00. Let {Vlk)} 

be the sequence of positive bases for IR2 defined by vlk) = {Vik), V~k), V~k)} where 

Figure 3.1: A circular contour, minimal frame and the importance of a uniform bound 

on the angle between positive basis vectors. 
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V(k) = (cos e(k) - sin e(k))T V(k) = (cos e(k) sin e(k))T and V(k) = (-1 O)T Let the 1 , , 2 , 3' . 

frame size parameter h(k) = 2pcose(k) for each kEN and some p > 1 so that h(k) -70 

as k -7 00. Note that 2 cos e(k) is the distance from the origin to a point on the unit 

circle centred on (I,O)T along the line at angle e(k) to the positive x-axis. Finally let 

x(O) = (O,O)T. Since det([vik), v~k)]) = sin(2e(k)) > 0 for all kEN, vf) is a positive 

basis for each kENo Furthermore the choice of h(k) ensures that each frame centred on 

x(k) is minimal for each kEN and so the sequence {x(k)} converges to a non-stationary 

point of f. The situation is illustrated in Figure 3.1 which shows a single circular con

tour with height f = 1. As k increases the frame size decreases so that if the directions 

of the vectors dk
) were kept constant a point inside the contour circle (and hence with 

lower function value) would eventually be found. However the reduction of Mk) is offset 

by the increasing angle between the vectors Vik) and v~k) so that the frame points are 

always outside the circular contour shown in Figure 3.1. Despite the fact that each 

vf) is a positive basis for ~2 and h(k) -7 0 as k -7 00 the algorithm converges to the 

non-stationary point (O,O)T. The reason is that vf) -7 {(O, -1)T, (0, I)T, (-1, O)T} as 

k -7 00: which is not a positive basis for ~2. This type of degenerate behaviour is 

prevented if the direction cosine between the negative gradient and at least one of the 

positive basis vectors is positive and bounded away from zero. Since the gradient may 

not be known orientating the positive basis is difficult unless there is a positive lower 

bound on the maximum direction cosine between any non-zero vector in ~n and the 

positive basis directions. 

Convergence proof. The convergence of algorithm Template VI is determined by 

examining the asymptotic properties of an arbitrary subsequence of iterates when 

the stopping conditions are never invoked. Practical considerations make stopping 

conditions essential which is why they feature in all of the algorithm templates [66]. 

It is shown in Theorem 3.1 that if Assumptions AI-A8 hold then cluster points of 

the sequence of iterates are stationary points of the objective function. Although the 

result is the same the approach used here is different to that in [65, p. 369]: 

The convergence properties of the template are examined by first fixing 

attention on a single arbitrary cluster point of the sequence of iterates. 

. .. This cluster point can be the limit of an infinite subsequence either 

of minimal frame centres, or of iterates at which descent steps are known. 

These two types of subsequences must be handled separately. ... Here, 

only subsequences consisting entirely of minimal frames (~ :( 0) or entirely 

of non-minimal frame centres (~ > 0) are considered. 
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The proof presented here allows the use of an arbitrary subsequence of iterates which 

converge to a cluster point. It is not necessary to consider the two types of iterates 

separately. The proof (by contradiction) of Theorem 3.1 proceeds by showing that 

if the gradient at the cluster point is non-zero then only a finite number of minimal 

frame centres are possible. The cluster point must therefore be the limit of an infi

nite sequence of non-minimal frame centres. If the gradient at such a cluster point 

is non-zero then the difference between function values of distinct frame centres is 

uniformly bounded away from zero preventing the convergence of the corresponding 

sequence of function values. This gives rise to a contradiction. Lemmas 3.1-3.4 and 

Corollary 3.2 provide useful intermediate results for Theorem 3.1. Lemma 3.1 shows 

that if the gradient at a cluster point is non-zero then the directional derivative of 

the objective function in at least one of the positive basis directions is negative and 

uniformly bounded away from zero as k tends to infinity. 

Lemma 3.1. Given: 

(a) Assumptions A1-A8 (on page 26) hold, 

(b) {y(k)} ~ {x(k)} is a sequence of iterates such that y(k) ---+ y(oo) as k ---+ 00, 

(c) Vf(y(oo)) of- 0, 

there exists KEN, 8 > 0 and some v(k) E V~) such that 

v(k)TVf(y(k)) < -8, Vk ~ K. 

Proof. By Assumption A5, Ilv(k) II ~ ~ for each V(k) E V~k) and for each kEN. By 

Assumption A6, for each kEN there is a minimum value, cos e(k) ~ To for the largest 

direction cosine between - Vf(y(k)) and the members of V~). Therefore 

V(k)TVf(y(k)) ~ -To~IIVf(y(k)) II, 

for some v(k) E V~). By the C1 continuity of f, Vf(y(k)) ---+ Vf(y(oo)) as k ---+ 00, so that 

for any f3 E (0,1) there exists KEN such that IIVf(y(k))11 > f3IIVf(y(oo))II, whenever 

k ~ K. Hence, for some v(k) E V~), 

o 

The following corollary (which follows immediately from Lemma 3.1) shows that 

if the gradient at a cluster point is non-zero then the directional derivative of the 

objective function in the search direction is uniformly bounded away from zero as k 

tends to infinity. The existence of a search direction is ensured by only considering 

sequences of non-minimal frame centres. 
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Corollary 3.2. Given: 

(a) Assumptions Ai-A8 (on page 26) hold, 

(b) {y(k)} ~ {x(k)} is a sequence of non-minimal frame centres such that y(k) ---t y(oo) 

as k ---t 00, 

there exists KEN and <I> > 0 such that 

Proof. A Taylor series expansion of both sides of the adequate descent condition of 

equation (3.1) (on page 24) gives 

So by Lemma 3.1 there exists KEN and <I> > 0 such that 

o 

Lemma 3.3 shows that if the gradient at a cluster point is non-zero then the line 

search along the search direction s(k) eventually takes steps which are neither too short 

nor too long. 

Lemma 3.3. Given: 

(a) Assumptions Ai-A8 (on page 26) hold, 

(b) {y(k)} ~ {x(k)} is a sequence of non-minimal frame centres such that y(k) ---t y(oo) 

as k ---t 00, 

the"'e ex,;sts K E"",-T ~ > 0 and ~ > ~ such that n,(k)h(k) E [~ ~ ] whenever 
f '" 1'l, f LSl f LS2 f LSl L-< f LSl ' f LS2 

k): K. 

Proof. For each kEN, line search Condition L1 ensures that a line local minimum lies 

in the interval [OJ_2h(k) , ojhCk)]. Let lik) be the location of such a line local minimum. 

For each kEN there exists ](k) E No such that ojhCk) ~ lik) if and only if j ~ ](k). 

That is, oJ(k)h(k) is the line search step immediately on or before lik) and 0J(k)+1 h(k) 
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(the very next step) is the line search step immediately after zik ). Let p(k) = CtJ(k)h(k) 

and Q(k) = CtJ(k)+1 Mk ) so that 

p(k) ~ Z(k) <: Q(k) 
'" * 

(3.4) 

and 

(3.5) 

By equation (3.3) (on page 26), 

(3.6) 

Rearranging equation (3.6) and combining with equation (3.4) gives 

and (3.7) 

so that by equations (3.5) and (3.7) 

The line local mmImIser zik ) must satisfy the first order necessary condition 

s(k)TVf(y(k) + zik ) S(k)) = O. By Corollary 3.2 there exists KEN such that 

s(k)TVf(y(k)) is uniformly bounded away from zero whenever k ;? K. Hence by 

the C1 continuity of f, zik ) is also uniformly bounded away from zero whenever k ;? K. 

Therefore there exists T
LS1 

> 0 and, by Assumption A2 (which places an upper limit 

on the maximum step length), 1Ls
2 

> TLS1 such that 

o 

Lemma 3.4 shows that if the directional derivatives of the objective function in 

the search directions are negative and uniformly bounded away from zero then the 

differences f(y(k+1))- f(y(k)) ofthe sequence offunction values are eventually uniformly 

bounded away from zero. 
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Lemma 3.4. Given: 

(a) Assumptions Al-A8 (on page 26) hold, 

(b) {y(k)} ~ {x(k)} is a sequence of non-minimal frame centres such that y(k) -+ y(oo) 

as k -+ 00, 

(c) there exists KEN and cI> > 0 such that S(k) TVf(y(k)) < -cI>, Vk ~ K, 

there exists L ~ K such that f(y(k+1)) - f(y(k)) is uniformly bounded away from zero 

whenever k ~ L. 

Proof. By the uniform continuity of Vf there exists a Lipschitz constant£;> 0 such 

that 
IIVf(y(k) + b(k) S(k)) - Vf(y(k))11 < £; Ils(k) 11·lb(k)l, Vk E No 

By Assumption A7, Ils(k)ll:::;; 3 for all kEN so that 

I s(k)T[Vf(y(k) + b(k)s(k)) - Vf(y(k))] 1< £; 32 Ib(k)l, Vk EN. 

Since s(k)TVf(y(k)) < -cI> whenever k ~ K it follows that for any f3 E (0,1) 

s(k)TVf(y(k) + b(k) s(k)) < -f3cI>, Vk ~ K 

whenever 
b(k) E (0, (1 ~~)cI» . 

By Lemma 3.3 there exists L ~ K and ?LSI > 0 such that ark) h(k) ~ T
LSI 

whenever 

k ~ L. Line search Condition L1 ensures that the line search only proceeds while the 

sequence of function values it generates decreases monotonically. This, together with 

the continuity of f and the monotonicity of {f(y(k))}, ensures that there exists 

( 
. { (1 - f3)cI>}) b E 0, mm TLSI ' £;32 

(independent of k) such that 

f(y(k+1)) :::;; f(y(k) + ark) h(k) s(k)) < f(y(k) + bs(k)) < f(y(k)) 

whenever k ~ L. Hence 

f(y(k+1)) - f(y(k)) < f(y(k) + bS(k)) - f(y(k)) 

= 18 
s(k)TVf(y(k) + rJs(k)) drJ 

< -bf3cI> , Vk ~ L. D 
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The convergence results for the sequence of iterates generated by algorithm Tem

plate Ul are now presented. 

Theorem 3.1. Given Assumptions Ai-A8 (on page 26) hold, cluster points of the 

sequence of iterates generated by algorithm Template Ui are stationary points of the 

objective function. 

Proof. Let {y(k)} ~ {x(k)} be any subsequence of iterates such that y(k) -7 y(oo) as 

k -7 00. Suppose V'f(y(oo)) =I- O. By Lemma 3.1 there exists KEN and 8 > 0 such 

that for all k :;?: K there exists v(k) E vt) such that V(k)TV'f(y(k)) < -8. By Taylor 

series 

f(y(k) + h(k)v(k)) < f(y(k)) - 8 h(k) + o(h(k)), Vk:;?: K. 

Since h(k) -7 0 as k -7 00 there exists L :;?: K such that f(y(k) + h(k)v(k)) < f(y(k)) 

whenever k :;?: L. Hence the sequence {y(k)h;::::'L consists entirely of non-minimal frame 

centres. By Corollary 3.2 there exists M :;?: Land 1? > 0 such that s(k)TV'f(y(k)) < -1? 

whenever k :;?: M. By Lemma 3.4 there exists N :;?: M such that f(y(k+1)) - f(y(k)) 

is uniformly bounded away from zero whenever k :;?: N so that f(y(k)) f+ f(y(oo)) as 

k -7 00, a contradiction of the C1 continuity of f. Hence V'f(y(oo)) = O. 0 

This completes the convergence proof. Cluster points of the full sequence of iterates 

generated by the simple descent frame-based line search algorithm for unconstrained 

optimisation presented in Template Ul are stationary points of C1 objective functions 

under mild conditions. Furthermore as the objective function decreases monotonically 

distinct cluster points have the same function value. 

In the next section a sufficient descent frame-based algorithm is developed. Unlike 

the algorithm in Template Ul the sufficient descent algorithm allows opportunistic 

movement to a new iterate whenever the objective function is reduced by a sufficient 

amount. 

3.2 Sufficient descent frame-based line search 

algorithms 

The sufficient descent frame-based line search algorithm described in this section is 

based on the algorithms developed in [21, 65]. It differs from the simple descent 

algorithm of the previous section in that opportunistic movement is possible whenever 

a search direction is found that reduces the objective function by a sufficient amount. 
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At each iteration candidate search directions from a finite set sf:) 2 vf:) are 

examined. The set of search directions sf:) contains the positive basis vf:) as a subset 

so that either a suitable search direction is found or a frame is completed about the 

current iterate. A search direction s(k) E sf:) is accepted without the need to complete 

a frame about the current iterate whenever the sufficient descent condition 

(3.8) 

is met. The quantity E(k) is known as the sufficient descent parameter. The quantity 

~ (k), introduced in equation (3.2) on page 24, measures the decrease in the objective 

function due to the step h(k) S(k). 

If ~ (k) > E(k) for some s(k) E sf:) then a line search is conducted along x(k)+ah(k) s(k) 

(a > 0) for a point z(k) = x(k) + a(k) h(k) s(k). Otherwise ~ (k) ::::;; E(k) for every s E sf:) 
and so an E(ktquasi-minimal frame exists about the iterate X(k). In this situation the 

algorithm proceeds exactly like the simple descent algorithm of Template UI: if there 

is a search direction s(k) that satisfies the adequate decrease condition (on page 24) 

and ~(k) > 0 then a line search is conducted along X(k) + ah(k)s(k) (a > 0) for a 

point Z(k) = x(k) + a(k) Mk) s(k); otherwise the frame is minimal, the current iterate is 

relabelled z(k) and the frame size is reduced. The algorithm may take any point not 

higher than z(k) as the next iterate x(k+1). This completes an iteration. The algorithm 

halts when the stopping conditions are satisfied. 

Template U2: Unconstrained sufficient descent algorithm 

Step 1: Set k = 0 and choose the initial point x(O). 

Step 2: Choose h~{n > 0 and E~{n > O. 

Step 3: Choose Mk) >- h(k) E(k) >- E(k) V(k) and S(k) ::) V(k) 
:/ mIll' :/ mIll' + + - +. 

Step 4: Calculate ~(k) = max {f(X(k)) - f(x(k) + h(k)s(k))} until ~(k) > E(k) or every 

s(k) E sf:) has been used. 

Step 5: (a) If ~ (k) > E(k) then (a sufficient descent step exists): 

Perform a line search and let z(k) be the point selected by that search. 

(b) Otherwise (the frame is E(ktquasi-minimal): 

If ~ (k) > 0 then: 

Perform a line search and let z(k) be the point selected by that 

search. 
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Otherwise (the frame is minimal): 
Set z(k) = x(k). 

Step 6: Calculate f at a finite number of points and choose x(k+1) to be the lowest of 

these points and Z(k). 

Step 7: If the stopping conditions are satisfied then stop. 

Step 8: If Ll (k) > E(k) then: 

S h
(k+1) - h(k) d (k+1) _ (k) 

et min - min an Emin - Emin' Increment k and go to Step 3. 

Otherwise: 

Increment k and go to Step 2. 

Each sf) must contain only finitely many elements in order to ensure that Step 4 is 

a finite process. The choice of vectors which are added to vf) to form sf) is arbitrary 

apart from restrictions on length. As with the simple descent algorithm this is one 

place where a quasi-Newton step could easily be included. 

The choice of the finite set of points in Step 6 is also arbitrary but any such point 

cannot be accepted as the next iterate unless it is better than the point z(k) chosen 

in Step 5. If no extra function values are calculated in Step 6 then a pair of identical 

iterates is generated whenever a minimal frame occurs. 

Convergence of the algorithm 

The algorithm described in Template U2 can be viewed as two nested loops. The 

outer loop selects positive values for the minimum frame size h~{n and the minimum 

sufficient descent parameter E~[n' The inner loop locates an E(kLquasi-minimal frame 

centre while the values of h~[n and E~[n are fixed [21J. That is, the inner loop locates an 

E(k)-quasi-minimal frame centre for an E(k) that is uniformly bounded away from zero. 

The outer loop generates a sequence of these quasi-minimal frame centres as h(k) tends 

to zero. Unlike the simple descent algorithm in Template U1, which completes a frame 

about the current iterate at every iteration, the sufficient descent algorithm is only 

guaranteed to complete a frame if a sufficient descent search direction is not found. It 

is only in this case that a new arbitrary frame size and sufficient descent parameter can 

be chosen. Until such time the frame size cannot be reduced below the lower bound 

h~[n and the sufficient descent parameter cannot be reduced below the lower bound 

E~[n' Thus the sufficient descent parameter E(k) is uniformly bounded away from zero 

during the inner loop of Template U2. The C1 continuity of the objective function 

and the bounded nature of the iterates implies that only a finite number of sufficient 
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descent steps are possible before a quasi-minimal frame centre is located and so the 

inner loop of Template U2 is a finite process [21]. 

The convergence of Template U2 is established in Theorems 3.2-3.4. Theorems 3.2 

and 3.3 where originally established in [21] and are included here with minor adap

tations so that they apply to algorithm Template U2. Theorem 3.2 shows that the 

sequence of quasi-minimal frames is infinite. 

Theorem 3.2. Given Assumptions Ai-A8 (on page 26) hold, algorithm Template U2 

generates an infinite sequence of quasi-minimal frame centres [21]. 

Proof. Let {y(k)} ~ {x(k)} be an arbitrary infinite subsequence of iterates. By As

sumption Al the objective function has C1 continuity and by Assumption A2 the 

sequence of iterates {y(k)} is contained in a compact subset of IRn so that the sequence 

of function values {f(y(k))} is bounded below. Suppose the sequence {y(k)} contains 

only finitely many quasi-minimal frame centres. Then there exists KEN such that 

the sequence {y(k)h~K does not contain any quasi-minimal frame centres. Therefore 

f(y(k)) - f(y(k+1)) > E(k) ~ E~[n for all k ~ K. Since the minimum sufficient de

scent parameter E~[n can only be altered once a quasi-minimal frame centre is found 

E~[n = E~~ for all k ~ K. Therefore the sequence of function values {f(y(k))h~K is 

unbounded below, a contradiction. Hence the sequence {y(k)} contains infinitely many 

quasi-minimal frame centres. D 

The following definitions are useful for the remaining theorems in this chapter. 

Definition 3.1 (Big-oh). A sequence {E(k)} is said to be big-oh of h(k) written as 

E(k) = O(h(k)) if there exists a sequence {h(k)} and a positive constant 'TE
2 

such that 

k(k)/h(k)1 ~ 'TE
2 

for all kEN. 

Definition 3.2 (Little-oh). A sequence {E(k)} is said to be little-oh of h(k) written 

as E(k) = o(h(k)) if there exists a sequence {Mk)} such that h(k) -7 0 as k -7 00 and 

E(k) /h(k) -7 0 as k -7 00. 

Definition 3.3 (Strictly big-oh). A sequence {E(k)} is said to be strictly big-oh of 

h(k) written as E(k) = O(h(k)) if there exists a sequence {h(k)} and positive constants 

'TEl and'TE2 such that 'TEl ~ IE(k) /h(k) 1 ~ 'TE2 for all kEN. 

Definition 3.4 (Bounded little-oh). A sequence {E(k)} is said to be g(k t bounded 

little-oh of h(k) written as E(k) = Og(h(k)) if E(k) = o(Mk)) and there exists a sequence 

{g(k)} such that 
IE(k)1 (k) 
Ih(k)1 ~ Ig I, Vk EN. 
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Theorem 3.3 shows that cluster points of the sequence of quasi-minimal frame 

centres generated by algorithm Template U2 are stationary points of C1 objective 

functions whenever the sufficient descent parameter E(k) = o(Mk)). 

Theorem 3.3. Given: 

(a) Assumptions Ai-A8 (on page 26) hold, 

cluster points of the sequence of quasi-minimal frame centres generated by algorithm 

Template U2 are stationary points of the objective function [21]. 

Proof. Let {y(k)} ~ {x(k)} be an arbitrary infinite sequence of quasi-minimal frame 

centres so that 

By a Taylor series expansion of equation (3.9) 

VV(k) E V(k) and 'Ilk E N + 

so by Theorem 2.1 (on page 16), 'If(y(k)) -t 0 ~s k -t 00. o 

Convergence results for the sequence of quasi-minimal frame centres for the par

ticular sufficient descent function E(k) = N(h(k))v (for some N > 0 and v > 1) are 

developed in [21]. Convergence results for the sequence of quasi-minimal frame centres 

under the more general sufficient descent condition E(k) = o(Mk)) are developed in [66]. 

To date the results presented in Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 are the only convergence results 

for sufficient descent frame-based algorithms. As reported in [66, p. 418]: 

The price paid for opportunism is that the convergence theory applies only 

to the subsequence of quasi-minimal iterates. . .. [Whereas] the conver

gence theory applies to the whole sequence of iterates [for non-opportunistic 

algorithms]. 

The effects of different sufficient descent parameters are now examined and the 

established convergence results of Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 are extended. It is shown in 

Theorem 3.4 that, for appropriate choices of the sufficient descent parameter, conver

gence results for the entire sequence of iterates can be obtained whilst maintaining the 

benefits of a sufficient descent algorithm. 
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Theorem 3.4. Given: 

(a) Assumptions A1-A8 (on page 26) hold, 

(b) {y(k)} s:;;; {x(k)} is an arbitrary sequence of sufficient descent steps generated by 

algorithm Template U2, 

then: 

(A) Without further assumptions no information can be obtained about the gradient 

at cluster points of the sequence of sufficient descent steps generated by algorithm 

Template U2 for a general little-oh sufficient descent parameter. 

(B) For a strictly big-oh sufficient descent parameter the sequence of sufficient descent 

steps generated by algorithm Template U2 is finite. 

(C) There exists a bounded little-oh sufficient descent parameter such that the cluster 

points of the sequence of sufficient descent steps generated by algorithm Tem

plate U2 are stationary points of the objective function. 

Proof. By the definition of sufficient descent 

and so by Taylor series 

(3.10) 

Either {y(k)} is finite so that no asymptotic convergence results are possible or {y(k)} 

is infinite with at least one cluster point. Let {y(k)} be an infinite sequence of sufficient 

descent iterates such that y(k) ~ y(oo) as k ~ 00. 

(A) Proof: Let E(k) = o(Mk)) so that by equation (3.10) 

If there exists KEN and <I> > a such that s(k)TVf(y(k)) < -<I> whenever k ) K then 

Lemma 3.4 implies that f(y(k+l)) - f(y(k)) is uniformly bounded away from zero so 

that f(y(k)) -f+ f(y(oo)) as k ~ 00, a contradiction of the C1 continuity of f. Hence no 

such <I> exists so that s(k)TVf(y(k)) ~ a as k ~ 00. Hence 

(3.11) 
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where cos e(k) is the direction cosine between the sufficient descent search direction 

S(k) and the gradient \If(y(k)). Since the search direction s(k) may not be in the 

same direction as any of the positive basis directions satisfying Assumption A6 it 

is impossible to obtain any information about the gradient at a cluster point of the 

sequence of sufficient descent steps without further information on the values of the 

direction cosines: equation (3.11) is satisfied if either cos e(k) -+ 0 as k -+ 00, or 

\If(y(k)) -+ 0 as k -+ 00 (or both). 0 

(B) Proof: Let E(k) = 6(h(k)) so that (by definition) there exist positive constants TEl 

and 7f2 such that 

By equation (3.10) 
S(k)T\lf(y(k)) < -TEl + 0(1) 

and so by Lemma 3.4, f(y(k+1)) - f(y(k)) is bounded away from zero so that 

f(y(k)) f+ f(y(oo)) as k -+ 00, a contradiction of the C1 continuity f. Hence the 

sequence {y(k)} is finite. 0 

(C) Proof: Let E(k) ;?: A h(k) II\lf(y(k)) II for some A > O. By equation (3.10) 

By the Cl continuity of f, \If(y(k)) -+ \If(y(oo)) as k -+ 00. If \If(y(oo)) =1= 0 then for 

any (3 E (0,1) there exists KEN such that S(k)T\lf(y(k)) < -(3AII\lf(y(oo)) II whenever 

k ;?: K and so by Lemma 3.4, f(y(k+1)) - f(y(k)) is uniformly bounded away from zero 

whenever k ;?: K. Hence, f(y(k)) f+ f(y(oo)) as k -+ 00, a contradiction of the C1 

continuity of f. Hence \If(y(oo)) = O. 0 

The proof of item (A) in Theorem 3.4 explains why no convergence results have 

been established for sequences of sufficient descent steps for general o(h(k)) sufficient 

descent parameters. If the sufficient descent parameter is "larger" than o(h(k)) (that is, 

E(k) = 6(h(k))) then item (B) of Theorem 3.4 shows that the sequence of sufficient de

scent steps must be finite. Theorem 3.1 then shows that cluster points of the sequence 

of iterates generated by algorithm Template U2 are stationary points of the objective 

function since algorithm Template U2 behaves exactly like algorithm Template U1 

whenever sufficient descent steps are not made. The proof of item (C) in Theorem 3.4 

shows that if the sufficient descent parameter is II\lf(y(k)) II-bounded o(h(k)) then cluster 
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points of the sequence of sufficient descent steps are stationary points of the objective 

function. Of course this approach requires the value of II'Vj(y(k)) II which may not be 

explicitly available. However whenever a quasi-minimal frame is completed about the 

current iterate an approximation to lI'Vj(y(k)) II can be obtained. At a quasi-minimal 

frame centre at least one of the directions in the associated positive basis vt) is a de

scent direction for the objective function satisfying the bounds in Assumptions AI-A8 

(on page 26) so that for each such kEN there exists some V(k) E vt) such that 

and so 
IV(k)T'Vj(y(k)) I (k) IV(k)T'Vj(y(k)) I 

IIV(k) II ~ lI'Vj(y )11 ~ 78 IIV(k) II 

Re-arranging a Taylor series expansion for j(y(k) + h(k)v(k)) gives 

and so if the value of the sufficient descent parameter f;(k) is too large then a quasi

minimal frame will be completed about the current iterate. A new approximation 

for lI'Vj(y(k))1I can obtained and a more appropriate value of E(k) can be determined. 

Furthermore, by equation (3.12), the error in such an approximation tends to zero as 

k tends to infinity so that a self-correcting sequence of appropriately sized sufficient 

descent parameters could be determined automatically by the algorithm. 



Chapter 4 

Linear constraints 

Following the approach developed in [66] the frame-based line search algorithms for 

unconstrained optimisation presented in Chapter 3 are now extended for linearly con

strained optimisation. The general linearly constrained optimisation problem can be 

written as 

minimise f (x) , 

subject to Ci(X) = 0, Vi E £ (4.1) 

Ci(X) ~ 0, Vi E I 

where Ci(X) = al x - bi for the constant, non-zero constraint normals ai E ~n and 

the affine translations bi E~. Although some authors refer to constraints of this 

type as affine constraints (whenever bi is non-zero) they are called linear constraints 

throughout this thesis. The algorithms for linearly constrained optimisation developed 

in this chapter are based on the unconstrained algorithms developed in the previous 

chapter. If progress is unimpeded by any of the constraints then the unconstrained and 

linearly constrained algorithms are identical. However the positive bases of Chapter 3 

are replaced with aligned positive bases of the feasible region whenever an iterate is 

"sufficiently close" to a constraint and the line search is replaced by a feasible line 

search. Aligned positive bases, feasible line searches and various ways of deciding 

when an iterate is close to a constraint are discussed in more detail in the following 

sections. 

4.1 Aligned positive bases 

A key feature of frame-based algorithms for unconstrained optimisation is that when

ever the gradient of the objective function is non-zero at least one of the vectors in the 

associated positive basis is a descent direction for the objective function. To maintain 

this feature in linearly constrained optimisation it is necessary to. create a positive 

basis whose subsets are able to positively span the feasible regions defined by sets of 

constraints which are active at (and near) the current iterate. Specifically, subsets of 

the positive basis must positively span every possible cone of feasible directions at (and 

near) the current iterate [66]. 

Figure 4.1 helps illustrate the importance of aligning the positive basis with nearby 

constraints. To ensure that at least one positive basis vector is a feasible descent 

41 
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Constraint Feasible descent 

Figure 4.1: Feasible descent directions. 

direction at least one positive basis vector must lie inside the feasible descent region 

(shaded grey in Figure 4.1). The authors of [48, p. 1084] note a similar observation in 

their article on pattern search with simple bounds: 

The problem is that while there are feasible directions of descent emanating 

from X (k) , our pattern is not oriented in such a way as to capture any of 

this information from its feasible point .. .. A moment 's reflection reveals 

that the problem is that the pattern does not allow us to move parallel to 

the bounds. 

Figure 4.2 shows the same feasible region and a set of feasible directions which posi

tively span the cone of feasible directions from the current iterate X(k). The authors of 

[49, p. 917- 918] note in their follow-up paper on pattern search with linear constraints 

that: 

Key to the analysis of the algorithms is the way in which the local search 

pat terns conform to the geometry of the boundary of the feasible region. 

The general idea, which also applies to unconstrained minimisation, 

is that the pattern must contain search directions that comprise a set of 

generators for the cone of feasible directions. . .. we must also take into 

account the constraints that are almost binding in order to take sufficiently 

long steps. 

At each iteration the constraints which are active at and sufficiently close to the 

current iterate are identified and a positive basis is constructed so that for any cone 

of feasible directions defined by some subset of these constraints there exists a subset 

of the frame 's positive basis which positively spans the cone of feasible directions. 

Such positive bases are said to be aligned with the cone of feasible directions, or more 
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Constraint Feasible descent 

Figure 4.2: Spanning set aligned with the feasible region. 

simply, aligned positive bases [66]. The corresponding frames are called aligned frames. 

Aligning the positive bases in this way guarantees that at least one positive basis vector 

will be a feasible descent direction (as illustrated in Figure 4.2) whenever a feasible 

descent region exists. The active constraint working set A+ (x) ~ A( x) is the index set 

for the constraints which are active at (and near) the point x ; this is a superset of A( x ) , 

the set of constraints which are active at x . The abbreviation A~) will be used for 

the working set A+(x(k)). To maintain feasibility the current working set must include 

all of the equality constraints. Hence A~) ~ £ for every kEN. Two possibilities for 

determining when to include nearby inequality constraints in the current working set 

are: 

(a) The constraint value at the current iterate X (k) is sufficiently small so that, for 

some (typically small) positive constant ~ , 

(b) The (orthogonal) distance from the current iterate to a constraint is sufficiently 

small. This is expanded upon using the Euclidean norm later in this section. 

Constructing aligned positive bases. To simplify the presentation it will be as

sumed that the constraints in each working set are linearly independent. This is not a 

necessary requirement for the convergence of the algorithms in this chapter. As noted 

in [66, pp. 430- 431] when degeneracy is present the existence of an aligned positive 

spanning set of the feasible cone is still guaranteed [75] but its construction may be 

computationally expensive [49]. To further simplify the presentation, the use of it

eration superscripts will be temporarily suspended throughout the remainder of this 

section . 
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The cone of feasible directions JC determined by the current working set A+ is 

defined as 

JC={zEIRn:alz=o, 'iiE£nA+ and alz:;?:O, 'iiEInA+}. 

Following [66] an aligned positive basis for the cone JC is constructed in two parts: (a) 

for the subspace containing the constraint normals ai for each i E A+ and (b) for the 

orthogonal complement of this subspace. Each of these parts is constructed as follows. 

(a) Constraint normal subspace: Let A be the n x n invertible matrix whose first 

IA+I columns are the (linearly independent) constraint normals for each of the 

constraints in the current working set and whose remaining n - IA+I columns are 

chosen so that all n columns of A are linearly independent. Now let UT = A-I so 

that 

(4.2) 

where eq denotes the qth Euclidean coordinate unit vector and each i E A+ is 

indexed as iq for q E {l, ... ,IA+I}. Hence, for each column up of U, 

T {l if p = q 
up aiq = ° otherwise. 

This ensures that u q points into the feasible region of constraint Ciq (since 

u q
T aiq > 0) and that up is in the nullspace of aiq (since u p

T aiq = 0) whenever 

p =I- q. 

(b) Orthogonal complement subspace: If IA+I < n then construct a set of vectors W+ 
such that 

(UW)T aiq = 0, 'iq E {l, ... , IA+I} and Vw E W+. (4.3) 

If w E IRn satisfies equation (4.3) then by equation (4.2) the qth component of w 

is zero for each q E {l, ... , IA+I} and the remaining n - IA+I components of w 

are arbitrary. Let W+ be any positive basis for the orthogonal complement of the 

space spanned by the vectors {eq }. The set of vectors {Uw : w E W+} is a positive 

basis for the nullspace of AT. If IA+I = n then W+ is the empty set. 
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Combining parts (a) and (b) 

is a minimal set of generators for the cone J( [66]. The set 

is an aligned positive basis for JRn [66]. If the working set A+ is empty then the set 

{uq } is also empty so that W+ is any positive basis for JRn; V = V+ = {Uw: W E W+} 

and, for convenience, U can be chosen to be the identity matrix, although any other 

invertible matrix is also acceptable. 

For later convenience the set <c = {-uq : iq E A+} will be referred to as the set 

of exterior aligned positive basis directions and the set J = V + \ <C will be referred to 

as the set of interior aligned positive basis directions. For brevity these sets may be 

referred to as either the exterior and interior sets or the exterior and interior directions. 

Distance to a blocking constraint. Let Ci(X) = al x-bi be a single linear inequal

ity constraint and let xp be the (orthogonal) projection of x(k) onto the line Ci(X) = 0 

so that 
X- = X(k) - d·~ 

p t Ilaill 
for some di E IR. By a Taylor series expansion 

(4.4) 

and since Ci(Xp) = 0, re-arranging equation (4.4) gives 

Since ai points into the feasible region of constraint Ci, if di ): 0 then x(k) is feasible 

otherwise x(k) violates constraint Ci. The distance from X(k) to the line Ci (x) = 0 is 

given by IdJ Figure 4.3 graphically illustrates a simple two dimensional case. 

4.2 Feasible line search 

Since a constraint may block the progress of the line search it is necessary to modify 

line search Condition Ll for the constrained problem. If all the line search trial points 
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Feasible region: Ci (x) ~ 0 

Infeasible region: Ci(X) < 0 

Figure 4.3: Orthogonal projection and an infeasible frame point. 

are feasible then the revised line search condition Ll' is the same as Condition Ll. 

However if a trial step aj leads to the infeasibility of x Ck ) + ajhCk ) SCk) then aj is set to 

the largest feasible value so that 

The maximum feasible step is discussed in more detail later in this section. At each 

iteration a(k) is chosen to be the argument that minimises f over all (feasible) line 

search trial points. Hence a Ck ) = argmin{fj-l, fj}. If fj-l = fj then a(k) is set to the 

maximum feasible value aj. As in Condition Ll, x Ck ) + aCk)h(k)sCk) is returned as the 

outcome of the line search. Due to the possible presence of blocking constraints con

dition Ll' no longer ensures that a line local minimum lies in the a-interval [aj-2, aj]. 

However a Ck ) is still the argument that minimises the objective function over all of the 

feasible line search trial points at which f is actually evaluated. If it is feasible, line 

search Condition Ll' will return the same point found by line search Condition Ll. 

Otherwise Condition Ll' will return either the maximum feasible step (a Ck ) = aj) or 

the step immediately before the maximum feasible step (a Ck ) = aj-l). 

Maximum feasible step. As well as illustrating the orthogonal projection of the 

current iterate x Ck ) onto a constraint Figure 4.3 also shows that frame point x Ck ) + hV2 

is infeasible. If the maximum feasible step from x Ck ) in the direction V2 is denoted by 
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x~) = X(k) + (i2hv2 then by a Taylor series expansion 

so that 

More generally, if al Vj =f 0 then 

is the step-length from x(k) in the direction Vj so that x~7) = x(k) + (iijhvj satisfies 

Ci(X) = O. If (iij is positive then Vj points towards Ci(X) = O. If (iij = 0 then x(k) 

satisfies Ci (x) = 0 and if (iij is negative then Vj points away from Ci (x) = O. If al Vj = 0 

then movement in the directions ±Vj is parallel to Ci(X) = O. 

4.3 Simple descent frame-based line search 

algorithms 

Each iteration of the simple descent frame-based line search algorithm for linearly 

constrained optimisation presented in this section follows the same approach as the 

unconstrained algorithm of Template UI except that aligned positive bases and feasible 

line searches are used. It is assumed that only the function values at feasible points 

are obtainable. The adequate decrease condition of equation (3.1) is modified for the 

linearly constrained algorithm whenever a constraint blocks the progress of the line 

search. In such a situation the active constraint working set A~) is updated to include 

such a blocking constraint and feasible line searches are performed along the directions 
s~) and s~k) from the exterior and interior sets such that X(k) + h(k) s~) and x(k) +h(k) s~) 

are feasible and 
f(X(k) + h(k) s~)) ~ f(x(k) + h(k)v) 

for all v E It(k) such that x(k) + h(k)v E nand 

for all v E J(k) such that x(k) + Mk)V E n. If the decrease in the objective function 

due to a feasible line search along s~) is denoted by ,6.~) and the decrease in the 

objective function due to a feasible line search along s~k) is denoted by ,6.~k) then the 
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search direction s(k) can be any feasible direction such that a feasible line search along 

s(k) produces descent at least as large as max{ ~~), ~~k)}. This is prevents the failure 

of the algorithm whenever progress in a good local descent direction, as defined by 

equation (3.1), is repeatedly blocked by a constraint. Just as in the unconstrained 

case, the step s(k) is known as the adequate descent step. For later convenience, if the 

active constraint working set A~) is empty, so that the set of exterior directions Q,:(k) 

is also empty, then ~~) is set to negative infinity. 

Template Cl: Linearly constrained simple descent algorithm 

Step 1: Set k = 0 and choose the initial point x(O). 

Step 2: Choose Mk), calculate an aligned positive basis vf) and choose sf) :2 vf). 

Step 3: Determine a search direction s(k). 

Step 5: If ~ (k) > 0 then: 

Perform a feasible line search and let Z(k) be the point selected by that 

search. 

Otherwise: 
Set z(k) = x(k). 

Step 6: Calculate f at a finite number of feasible points and choose x(k+1) to be the 

lowest of these points and z(k). 

Step 7: If stopping conditions are satisfied then stop, otherwise increment k and go 

to Step 2. 

Each sf) is a positive spanning set for the feasible region at X(k) since it contains 

the aligned positive basis vf) as a subset. Each sf) must contain only finitely many 

points in order to ensure that Step 3 is a finite process. Apart from restrictions on 

length the choice of vectors which are added to vf) to form sf) is arbitrary however 

only feasible points may be considered when determining the search direction in Step 3. 

The choice of the finite set of feasible points in Step 6 is also arbitrary but any 

such point cannot be accepted as the next iterate unless it is better than the point z(k) 

chosen in Step 5. If no extra function values are calculated in Step 6 then a pair of 

identical iterates is generated whenever a minimal frame occurs. 
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Convergence of the algorithm 

The convergence of algorithm Template Cl is determined by examining the asymptotic 

properties of arbitrary subsequences of iterates when the stopping conditions are never 

invoked. The following revised assumptions are required to prove convergence of the 

linearly constrained algorithms. 

Assumptions (revised). 

AI'. f: IRn -+ IR is a C1 objective function. 

A2'. The sequence of all iterates {x(k)} is contained in a compact subset ofthe feasible 

region n. 

A3'. {h(k)} is a sequence of frame size parameters such that h(k) -+ 0 as k -+ 00. 

A4'. {V~)} is a sequence of aligned positive bases so that subsets of {V~)} generate 

all possible cones of feasible directions at (and near) x(k). 

A5'. There exist positive constants ~ and B such that ~ :;:;;; Ilvll :;:;;; B for each v E vt) 
and for each kEN. 

A6'. There exists a positive constant 78 such that for each kEN and any (non-zero) 

feasible direction 9 E IRn 

A7'. 0 < Ils(k)11 :;:;;; B for each kEN. 

A8'. The line search complies with Condition Ll'. 

Note that Assumptions AI', A3', A5' and A7' are unchanged from the unconstrained 

assumptions on page 26. The only difference in Assumption A6' is that now 9 must 

be a feasible direction. 

As the vectors {uq : iq E A+} s,;;; V+ are constructed according to the procedure in 

part (a) of the constructing aligned positive bases section (on page 44) it is necessary 

to show that Assumption A5' still holds for the constrained case. By equation (4.2) 

(on page 44), u q
T aiq = 1 and so by the Cauchy-Schwarz [70] inequality 
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Since there are only finitely many constraints there are only finitely many constraint 

normals so there exists one with maximum norm. Hence there exists a positive constant 

~ such that Iluqll ~ ~ for each q E {I, ... ,IA+I}. However, as even the following simple 

two dimensional example shows, it is possible to construct the matrix U so that Iluqll 
is arbitrarily large for some q E {I, ... , IA+I}. 

Example 4.1. Consider the two dimensional case with only one active constraint 

whose non-zero constraint normal is a1 = (,1, 12) T. The matrix 

U _ 1 ('4 -12) 
11/4 -,2,3 -,3 11 

is chosen arbitrarily apart from the restriction that a1 = (/1, 12)T and (/3, 14)T are 

linearly independent so that 11/4 -,2,3 =I=- O. By construction UT 
a1 = (1,0) T however 

II 11 2 I~ + Ii 
U1 = (/1/4 - 1213)2 

can be made arbitrarily large even if the value of 1114 - 1213 remains fixed. 

The solution presented in [66] is that the upper bound B is imposed retrospectively. 

If the norm of uq exceeds B for any q E {I, ... , IA+I} then uq is appropriately scaled. 

This does not alter the important properties of u q : namely, u q still points into the 

feasible region of constraint Ciq and u q remains orthogonal to all the other constraint 

normals in the current working set. Although this is one area that would benefit from 

further research. For example, it is possible that a finite precision implementation of 

this approach may fail under the following circumstances: if, before scaling, the norm 

of uq (for some q E {I, ... , IA+I}) is extremely large then after scaling uq
T 

aiq may 

be evaluated as zero in finite precision arithmetic. Hence uq may appear orthogonal 

to aiq instead of pointing into the feasible region of constraint Ciq as intended by the 

construction. Further investigation into alternate constructions for aligned positive 

bases, although important, is beyond the scope of this thesis. 

Convergence proof. It is shown in Theorem 4.1 that cluster points ofthe sequence 

of iterates generated by the simple descent frame-based line search algorithm for lin

early constrained optimisation presented in Template Cl are KKT points of C1 objective 

functions under mild conditions. 

Theorem 4.1. Given Assumptions Al'-A8' (on page 49) hold, cluster points of the 

sequence of iterates generated by algorithm Template Cl are KKT points of the objective 

function. 
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Proof. Let {y(k)} ~ {x(k)} be any subsequence of iterates generated by algorithm 

Template C1 such that y(k) ---+ y(oo) as k ---+ 00. Since y(k) ---+ y(oo) as k ---+ 00 there 

exists KEN such that A~) :2 A(y(oo)) whenever k ;:? K. Suppose that y(oo) is not a 

KKT point. By Assumptions A4'-A6' there exists <T? > 0 and some v(k) E V~) which 

is feasible at y(oo) and satisfies v(k)TVj(y(oo)) < -<T?, whenever k ;:? K. By the C1 

continuity of j, for any j3 E (0,1) there exists L ;:? K such that v(k)TVj(y(k)) < -j3<T? 

whenever k ;:? L. Since y(k) ---+ y(oo) as k ---+ 00 and the nearest constraint to y(oo) not 

already in A(y(oo)) is some distance from y(oo) there exists 6 > 0 such that a feasible 

line search can take a step of length at least min{ 6, TLS ) whenever k ;:? L. Using 

the same approach as Lemma 3.4, the uniform bounds on the directional derivative 

and the guaranteed minimum step length ensure that max{ ~~), ~~k)} is uniformly 

bounded away from zero whenever k ;:? L. Hence j(y(k+1)) - j(y(k)) f+ 0 as k ---+ 00, 

a contradiction of the C1 continuity of j, so that y(oo) is a KKT point of the objective 

function j. D 

As the objective function decreases monotonically distinct cluster points have the 

same function value. Furthermore, since the cluster points are the limit points of 

subsequences in a compact subset of the feasible region the cluster points are also 

feasible. In the next section a sufficient descent algorithm that allows opportunistic 

movement to a new feasible iterate whenever the objective function is reduced by a 

sufficient amount is presented. 

4.4 Sufficient descent frame-based line search 

algorithms 

At each iteration of the sufficient descent frame-based line search algorithm for linearly 

constrained optimisation candidate search directions from a finite set S~) :2 V~), 
which contains the aligned positive basis V~) as a subset, are examined. Just as in 

algorithm Template C1 it is assumed that only the function values at feasible points 

are obtainable. A feasible search direction s(k) E S~) is accepted without the need to 

complete a frame about the current iterate whenever the sufficient descent condition 

of equation (3.8) on page 34 is satisfied and x(k) + h(k) s(k) is feasible. If ~ (k) > E(k) 

then a feasible line search is conducted along x(k) + ah(k)s(k) (a > 0) and the point 

Z(k) = x(k) + a(k) h(k) s(k) is returned as the line search's outcome. Otherwise ~ (k) ~ E(k) 

for every s E S~) such that x(k) + h(k)s is feasible and the algorithm proceeds exactly 

like the simple descent algorithm of Template C1: either a search direction is chosen 
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so that a line search produces descent at least as large as that due to a line search 

along the best exterior and interior directions, or ,6. (k) :::;; 0 and the frame is minimal: 

the current iterate is relabelled z(k) and the frame size is reduced. The algorithm may 

take any feasible point not higher than z(k) as the next iterate x(k+1). This completes 

an iteration. The algorithm halts when the stopping conditions are satisfied. 

Template C2: Linearly constrained sufficient descent algorithm 

Step 1: Set k = 0 and choose the initial point x(O). 

Step 2: Choose h~{n > 0 and E~{n > O. 

Step 3: Choose Mk) ~ h~{n' E(k) ~ E~{n' calculate an aligned positive basis vf) and 

choose sf) 2 vf)· 

Step 4: For each s(k) E sf) satisfying x(k) + h(k) s(k) E S1: 

Calculate ,6.(k) = max {f(x(k)) - f(x(k) + h(k)s(k))} until,6.(k) > E(k) 

or every s(k) E s~) satisfying x(k) + Mk) s(k) E S1 has been used. 

Step 5: If,6. (k) > E(k) then (a sufficient descent step exists): 

Perform a feasible line search and let Z(k) be the point selected by 

that search. 

Otherwise (the frame is E(k)-quasi-minimal): 

( a) Determine a search direction s(k). 

(b) Set ,6.(k) = f(x(k)) - f(x(k) + h(k)s(k)). 

(c) If ,6.(k) > 0 then: 

Perform a feasible line search and let z(k) be the point selected 

by that search. 

Otherwise (the frame is minimal): 
Set Z(k) = x(k). 

Step 6: Calculate f at a finite number of feasible points and choose x(k+ I ) to be the 

lowest of these points and z(k). 

Step 7: If stopping conditions are satisfied then stop. 

Step 8: If,6. (k) > E(k) then: 

S h (k+l) - h(k) d (k+I) - (k) I k d S 3 et min - min an Emin - Emin' ncrement an go to tep . 
Otherwise: 

Increment k and go to Step 2. 
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Each sf) is a positive spanning set for the feasible region at X(k) since it contains 

the aligned positive basis vf) as a subset. Each s~) must contain only finitely many 

points in order to ensure that Step 4 is a finite process. The choice of vectors which are 

added to vf) to form S!;) is arbitrary apart from restrictions length but only feasible 

points may be considered in Step 4. 

There are two possibilities at Step 5: either a feasible sufficient descent step is 

known in advance, or the frame is quasi-minimal and a line search is attempted along 

any search direction that produces descent at least as large as that produced by a line 

search along the best exterior and interior directions. That is, a line search is either 

performed along any feasible direction that produces a sufficient decrease step, or a 

quasi-minimal frame exists and the algorithm attempts to find a search direction using 

the same procedure as used in algorithm Template Cl. 

The choice of the finite set of feasible points in Step 6 is also arbitrary but any 

such point cannot be accepted as the next iterate unless it is better than the point z(k) 

chosen in Step 5. If no extra function values are calculated in Step 6 then a pair of 

identical iterates is generated whenever a minimal frame occurs. 

Convergence of the algorithm 

Just like algorithm Template U2 the algorithm described in Template C2 can be viewed 

as two nested loops. The outer loop selects positive values for the minimum frame size 

h~{n and the minimum sufficient descent parameter E~{n' The inner loop locates an 

E(kLquasi-minimal frame centre while the values of h~{n and E~{n remain fixed. A new 

arbitrary frame size Mk) and sufficient descent parameter E(k) can only be chosen once a 

frame has been completed about the current iterate. Until that time the frame size and 

sufficient descent parameter cannot be reduced below the lower bounds h~L and E~{n' 
Hence, just as in algorithm Template U2, the inner loop of algorithm Template C2 is 

a finite process. 

Theorems 4.2 and 4.3 are the linearly constrained equivalents of Theorems 3.2 

and 3.3 for the unconstrained algorithms. Theorem 4.2 states that the sequence of 

quasi-minimal frames is infinite. 

Theorem 4.2. Given Assumptions Al' ~A8' (on page 49) hold, algorithm Template C2 

generates an infinite sequence of quasi-minimal frame centres. 

Proof outline. The proof is very similar to that of Theorem 3.2 and has already been 

outlined at the beginning of this section: the inner loop of algorithm Template C2 is 

a finite process; hence failure to find a sufficient descent step, and thus the creation 
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of a quasi-minimal frame, must occur infinitely often so that algorithm Template C2 

generates an infinite sequence of quasi-minimal frame centres. 0 

Theorem 4.3 states that cluster points of the sequence of quasi-minimal frame 

centres generated by algorithm Template C2 are KKT points of C1 objective functions 

whenever the sufficient descent parameter f(k) = o(h(k)). 

Theorem 4.3. Given: 

(a) Assumptions Al'-A8' (on page 49) hold, 

cluster points of the sequence of quasi-minimal frame centres generated by algorithm 

Template C2 are KKT points of the objective function. 

Proof outline. As algorithm Template C2 proceeds exactly like algorithm Template C1 

whenever sufficient descent is not obtained (that is, whenever a quasi-minimal frame is 

created about the current iterate) the proof for Theorem 4.1 holds so that cluster points 

of the sequence of quasi-minimal frame centres generated by algorithm Template C2 

are KKT points of the objective function. 0 



Chapter 5 

Grid local minimisers and 

stopping conditions 

From the sufficient conditions presented in Chapter 1, and provided sufficient derivative 

information is available, x* is a solution of the unconstrained optimisation problem 

min f(x) 
xElRn 

(5.1) 

whenever \7f(x*) = 0 and \72f(x*) is positive definite. For all but very simple problems 

the direct calculation of such a solution is not possible and so iterative methods must be 

used. Since an algorithm's asymptotic convergence properties can only be established 

in the absence of stopping conditions it is not uncommon for these to receive all but 

superficial treatment when an algorithm is presented. However appropriate stopping 

conditions may be vital to ensure that good theoretical performance is maintained in 

practice. If derivative information is unavailable it can be difficult to determine whether 

the sequences {x(k)} and {f(x(k))} have converged to a minimiser x* and minimum 

f(x*). It can be unwise to base such deductions on the progress made during a set of 

iterations as this progress can be exceedingly erratic [3, p. 8]. 

Typically there are two tests which determine the stopping criteria for derivative

free optimisation algorithms. The first is that the change in function values from one 

iteration to the next is sufficiently small so that 

for some non-negative constant Tf' The second is that succeSSIVe estimates of the 

minimiser are sufficiently close so that 

for some non-negative constant T". Note that these criteria may be satisfied far from a 

mini miser resulting in the termination of an algorithm before an accurate approxima

tion to the solution is attained [3, p. 9]. 

Several recent papers discuss the use of pattern search [29, 74] and grid-based meth

ods [22, 23] to solve the unconstrained optimisation problem (5.1) whenever derivative 

information is unavailable. As discussed in Chapter 2 the basic idea behind such 

methods is to find an analogue of a stationary point when the function is restricted to 

55 
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the nodes of a grid (or mesh) for a sequence of progressively finer grids. It has been 

shown in [22, 74] that under mild conditions any limit point of such a sequence is a 

stationary point ofthe function. Both ofthese papers ([22, 74]) include the case where 

convergence is proven for the sequence of grid points for which no adjacent grid point 

has lower function value. Such points are called grid local minimisers in [22, 23] and 

unsuccessful iterates in [29, 74]. 

It is common practice for pattern search, grid- and frame-based optimisation algo

rithms to terminate when the equivalent of a grid local minimiser has been found and 

the mesh, grid or frame size parameter is sufficiently small. These criteria will be re

ferred to as the standard stopping conditions for pattern search, grid- and frame-based 

methods. In this chapter some of the consequences of relying solely on these standard 

stopping conditions for pattern search and grid-based algorithms are investigated and 

some extra conditions which ensures their effectiveness in practice are presented. The 

results obtained in this chapter are generalis able for the more flexible frame-based 

algorithms discussed in Chapters 3 and 4, however in this chapter only the simpler 

structure provided by grid-based methods is considered. This simplifies the presenta

tion and prevents the effects of a sequence of different positive bases from clouding the 

issues discussed. 

Although the number of grid local minimisers and their location does not affect the 

theoretical properties of grid-based methods it may have a significant effect in practice. 

If a sequence of grid local minimisers is located far from the minimiser the grid size 

may be reduced rapidly and prematurely. Under such conditions an algorithm may 

take steps which are tiny requiring many iterations for any significant progress towards 

the minimiser [22]. For a given function and grid it is in general difficult to determine 

the number and position of grid local minimisers without evaluating the function at 

each of the grid points. For a strictly convex quadratic function one may intuitively 

think that only the grid points closest to the minimiser will be grid local minimisers. 

However this is false, even in two dimensions for general grids, but true for some grids 

including those based on conjugate directions. 

From a theoretical point of view the choice of grid and thus the underlying positive 

basis is irrelevant. However for practical finite-precision arithmetic implementations 

the grid-size parameter never tends to zero and so limiting processes cannot be relied 

upon. As maximal positive bases sample the objective function at the largest number of 

grid points surrounding the current iterate they must, in general, produce the best local 

models ofthe objective function. Figure 5.1 shows part of a regular orthogonal grid in 

two dimensions and three positive bases. Positive basis (a) is the minimal positive basis 
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Figure 5.1: Selected positive bases on a regular orthogonal grid. 

used in Example 2.1 (on page 12) , positive basis (b) is a maximal positive basis chosen 

at random and positive basis (c) is the maximal positive basis used in Example 2.2 (on 

page 12). Positive basis (c) allows the value of the objective function to be investigated 

at the largest number of grid points (for a positive basis); all of which are as close to the 

current iterate as the grid allows. Positive basis (c) is therefore a good positive basis 

to use in the sense that it is unlikely that any other positive basis could, in general, 

produce a better local model of the objective function about the current iterate. The 

material in the remainder of this chapter deals exclusively with grid-based methods 

for unconstrained optimisation using maximal positive bases of type (c): for a given 

basis V = {Vi }~l only grids associated with the maximal positive basis V+ = {±Vi}~l 

will be considered. The justification is that if this choice of positive basis is shown to 

have the potential to produce poor results when used in conjunction with the standard 

stopping conditions for pattern search and grid-based methods then it is unlikely that 

any other positive basis will , in general , do any better. 

As defined in Chapter 2 a grid point x is a grid local minimiser or GLM for the 

objective function 1 on the grid Q(xo, h, V) with respect to the positive basis V+ if 

l(x + hv ) ~ l(x), Vv E V+. 

The following additional definitions are used throughout the remainder of this chapter. 

Definition 5.1 (Grid directions). The vectors Vi are referred to as the grid direc

tions. 

Definition 5.2 (Grid line). A grid line is a line through one of the grid points in 

one of the grid directions. 
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Figure 5.2: A single cell of a grid showing that the closest grid point Xc to the minimiser 

x* is not a GLM. 

Definition 5.3 (Adjacent grid points). The vectors ±hVi are the steps between 

adjacent grid points. 

Depending on the shape of the grid the closest grid point (using the standard 

Euclidean metric) to the minimiser x* may not be a GLM. A two dimensional example 

is illustrated in Figure 5.2 which shows the contours of a strictly convex quadratic 

function and a single cell of a grid. The closest grid point Xc to the minimiser x* is 

not a GLM. 

A new metric is now introduced to measure the distance between two points relative 

to the grid 9(xo, h, V). Since the set V = {vi}f=l is a basis for ~n any point can be 

uniquely expressed as a linear combination of the grid directions. 

Definition 5.4 (Grid-norm). The grid-norm of a point X = h I:~1 (iVi, where (i E ~ 

is defined as 
n 

Ilxllg = h L I(il . Ilvill 
i=l 

where 11·11 represents the standard Euclidean norm. 

Definition 5.5 (Grid-distance). The grid-distance between any two points X and y 

is Ilx - Yllg· 
The grid-distance measures the shortest distance between two points when travel 

is restricted to the grid directions. Some authors refer to this as the taxi-cab metric. 

Note that there may not be a unique closest grid point to a given point x E ~n due to 

the symmetry of the grid about x. 

As the diagonals of each cell of a given grid are the same length using the grid

distance metric the diameter of a cell of a grid can be defined in a natural way. 

Definition 5.6 (Cell diameter). The cell diameter of the grid 9(xo, h, V) is 
n 

diam(9) = h L Ilvill· 
i=l 
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5.1 Number of grid local m ini misers 

Figure 5.3 shows the contours of Rosenbrock's function [68] and the number and posi

tion of GLMs with a square grid centred on the origin with grid size parameter h = 1/3. 

Figure 5.4 shows a strictly convex quadratic function and an orthogonal grid where 

the only GLM is the minimiser of the function. One may intuitively think that only the 

grid points closest to the minimiser will be GLMs for such nicely behaved functions. 

Figure 5.5 shows that this is false even in two dimensions. Figure 5.6 shows an example 

of a two dimensional non-orthogonal grid where the only GLM is the minimiser. All 

illustrations using a strictly convex quadratic function in two dimensions are based on 

the example quadratic function q(x, y) = x 2 + 25y2. Occasionally the function used 

will be the example quadratic rotated about the origin (as in Figures 5.5 and 5.6). 

The number and position of GLMs is in general difficult to calculate. However for 

a st rictly convex quadratic function in two dimensions and a particular class of grid it 

is possible to give an (attainable) upper bound for the maximum distance from a GLM 

to the minimiser and a formula for the total number of GLMS. The particular class of 

grids considered throughout the remainder of this chapter are called diagonally aligned 

grids and are defined as follows. 

11 GLMS. 

2 

o 

-2 -1 o 2 3 

Figure 5.3: Rosenbrock's function and orthogonal grid showing the number and loca

tion of GLMs. 
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Figure 5.4: Orthogonal grid with a strictly convex quadratic. 
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Figure 5.5: Orthogonal grid with a (rotated) strictly convex quadratic. 
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Figure 5.6: Non-orthogonal grid with a (rotated) strictly convex quadratic. 

Definition 5.7 (Diagonally aligned grid). A diagonally aligned grid for a given 

strictly convex quadratic function in two dimensions is one in which: 

( a) The minimiser of the quadratic function is a grid point. 

(b) The principal axis of the quadratic function is parallel to one of the diagonals of 

the grid 's cells (parallelograms in two dimensions). 

Figure 5.7 illustrates a single cell of a general diagonally aligned grid. For such a 

grid let BI and B2 be the angles between the grid directions and the principal axis of 

the quadratic function. Assume BI ~ B2 so that BI E (0, 7r /2) and B2 E [BI' 7r - Bd (if 
BI = ° the grid collapses to a line). Clearly II VIII sin BI = II v211 sin B2 and the distance 

between grid points along the principal axis is d = h ( II VIII cos BI + II v211 cos B2 ) . The 

only way that no component of a grid direction is towards the mini miser is if the grid 

line is orthogonal to the principal axis. As the grid directions must remain linearly 

independent at least one of the grid directions cannot be orthogonal to the principal 

axis. Hence for the remainder of this discussion assume BI ~ B2 with BI E (0, 7r /2) and 

B2 E [BI' 7r /2]. The following definition is used in the proof of Theorem 5.1 below. 

Definition 5.8 (Critical grid point). A grid point is critical when one of its adjacent 

grid points has the same function value. 
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principal axis 

Figure 5.7: Single cell of a general diagonally aligned grid. 

Theorem 5.1. Given: 

(a) any quadratic function q : ffi.2 ---+ ffi. with (symmetric) positive definite Hessian 

matrix Band minimiser x* , 

(b) a diagonally aligned grid with parameters h , 81 , 82 , VI and V2 , 

(c) a GLM x on the principal axis, 

the maximum distance from the minimiser x* to a GLM x on the principal axis is 

where 

maxllx*- xII = ~llvi ll sinOi (KtanOi +cotOi) 

i = { ~ if "" ~ cot 81 cot 82 

otherwise 

and"" = f-lmax/ f-lmin is the condition number of the matrix B whose largest eigenvalue 

f-lmax = l/b2 and smallest eigenvalue f-lmin = 1/ a2. 

Proof. The contours of q are ellipses centred on x*. With an appropriate coordinate 

system these contours have equation (x/a)2 + (y/b)2 = (t/a)2 with x E [0, t] when 

restricted to the right half-plane (symmetry takes care of the other half-plane). Suppose 

x = (t,O) is a grid point on the principal axis and that C is the contour line of q which 

passes through x. If x is a G LM then none of the adj acent grid points have lower 

function value (lie inside C). The critical case which determines the maximum value 

for t, so that x is a GLM, occurs when none of the grid points adjacent to x lie inside 

C but at least one of the adjacent grid points lies on C. For each i E {1 , 2} let ti 
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c 

Figure 5.8: Maximum distance grid local minimiser. 

be a critical value of t so that x is a critical grid point. Let p(i) = (p~i), p~i)) be 

the corresponding critical grid point adjacent to x so that p~i) = ti - hllvi ll cos ()i and 

p~i) = hllvi II sin ()i. Since p(i) = (p~i), p~i) ) is on the elliptical contour C it follows 

that a2(p~i))2 = b2(t; - (p~i))2) and so ti = hllvill sin()i (~tan()i + COt()i) /2 (the case 

for i = 1 is illustrated in Figure 5.8). As t increases from zero the maximum distance 

between a GLM and the minimiser is determined by whichever grid point adjacent to 

x becomes critical first. Hence 

max Ilx* - xii = min {t i }. 
iE{1,2} 

By direct calculation tl ~ t2 whenever ~ ~ cot ()l cot ()2. D 

Perhaps even more important from a practical point of view is that there is also a 

minimum bound on the distance of the furthest G LM from the mini miser . Let tmax be 

the maximum distance along the principal axis a GLM can be from the minimiser. The 

following corollary follows immediately from Theorem 5.l. 

Corollary 5.1. Given the conditions of Theorem 5.1 hold, the distance from the min

imiser to the furthest GLM on the principal axis is at least 

max{O, t max - d} 

where d = h(llvlll cos ()l + IIv211 cos ()2) is the distance between grid points along the 

principal axis. 

Proof. If tmax < d then the only GLM on the principal axis is the minimiser. However if 

t max ~ d there must be a GLM on the principal axis whose distance from the mini miser 

is in the interval (tmax - d, tmax]. 0 
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The above results do not directly generalise for n dimensions as the plane with 

the most elongated contours may not contain any of the grid directions. However 

Theorem 5.1 does give an upper bound for the n-dimensional case which is attained 

when the "worst" grid directions coincide with the plane containing the most elongated 

contours. 

Theorem 5.1 also shows that for any given strictly convex quadratic function tmax 

tends to infinity as 81 --7 7r /2. Hence it is possible to construct a diagonally aligned grid 

that has a GLM an arbitrary distance from the minimiser. This result has important 

practical implications. Several authors have proposed using the grid size parameter 

to determine suitable stopping conditions for grid-based algorithms. For example the 

author of [74, p. 9] states: 

... in the absence of any explicit higher-order information about the func

tion to be minimized, it makes sense to terminate a generalized pattern 

search algorithm when 6. (k) [the grid size parameter] is less than some rea

sonably small tolerance. In fact, this is a common stopping condition for 

algorithms of this sort ... 

and from [49, p. 931]: 

The stopping criteria that seems most natural to us is to halt the algorithm 

once 6. (k) [the grid size parameter] falls below some prescribed tolerance 

6.*. 

Theorem 5.1 and Corollary 5.1 show that unless some extra precautions are taken using 

the grid size parameter alone does not guarantee that the minimiser (of even a strictly 

convex quadratic function in two dimensions) is within any given distance of the final 

iterate. As observed in [77, p. 196]: 

For any non-derivative method, the issue of termination is problematical 

as well as highly sensitive to problem scaling. Since gradient information 

is unavailable, it is provably impossible to verify closeness to optimality 

simply by sampling f at a finite number of points. 

The following example using a diagonally aligned grid illustrates the danger of 

terminating an algorithm at a GLM using only the grid size parameter as the stopping 

criterion. 

Example 5.1. Let V = [VI, V2] be the matrix whose columns are the grid directions 

VI and V2. Many practical grid-based algorithms require det(V) ;?: Iv for some small 
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positive constant Tv' Suppose the grid directions are V1 = [Tv, IF and V2 = [0, IF so 

that IIv111 = csce1, IIv211 = 1 and cote1 = Tv' Since det(V) = Tv the grid is acceptable 

and since cot e1 cot e2 = a Theorem 5.1 gives 

If K, = 100 and Tv = 10-6 then t max ~ 5 x 107h. So that even for a strictly convex 

quadratic function with condition number 100 an algorithm that terminates at a GLM 

with stopping conditions based solely on the gird size parameter h could terminate 

when the distance from the minimiser to the current iterate is over seven orders of 

magnitude larger than h. Note that Tv = 10-6 is not an overly demanding choice 

and could be much smaller in practice. The convergent variant of the NeIder-Mead 

algorithm described in [67] for example uses 10-18 as the lower bound on the linear 

independence of the simplex directions. Clearly this is a bad grid for this problem. 

However such information is rarely available in advance (compare the grids used in 

Figures 5.5 and 5.6 for example). Furthermore whilst the transformation x' = V-IX 

orthogonalises the grid the condition number of the transformed problem increases so 

much that t~ax ~ 1014h. 

Forcing the grid to be orthogonal does not produce good results in practice (consider 

the performance of the method of alternating variables (which no one seems to want 

to take responsibility for) or the method of Hooke and Jeeves [44]). The above results 

go some way to explaining why. With a diagonally aligned regular orthogonal grid 

tan e1 = 1 = tan e2 and so t max ~ K,h/2. Hence an algorithm could terminate at a GLM 

when the distance from the minimiser to the final iterate is many orders of magnitude 

larger than h. Theorem 5.1 also provides the framework for the following corollary. 

Corollary 5.2. Given: 

(a) any strictly convex quadratic function q : ]R2 ---+ JR) 

(b) a diagonally aligned grid with parameters h) e1 ) e2 ) V1 and V2) 

the total number of GLMs is 

(5.2) 
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where d = h(llvIil cosel + IIv211 cose2) is the distance between grid points along the 

principal axis. 

Proof. Theorem 5.1 shows that if x = (t,O) is a grid point on the principal axis with 

It I :( tmax then x is a GLM as all adjacent grid points lie either outside or on the 

contour line through x. However if It I > tmax then at least one grid point adjacent to 

x will lie inside the contour line though x. Hence for a grid point x on the principal 

axis x is a GLM if and only if It I :( tmax . The minimiser is a grid point by the 

definition of diagonally aligned grids and so by symmetry the total number of GLMs is 

1 + 2ltmax /dJ. 0 

Corollary 5.2 establishes that: 

(a) It is possible to construct a diagonally aligned grid with an arbitrary number of 

GLMs for any strictly convex quadratic function even in two dimensions. 

(b) The number of GLMS is independent of the grid size parameter. 

The results of Corollary 5.2 do not directly generalise to higher dimensions. In n 

dimensions GLMs may lie in some bounded region of an n - 1 dimensional hyperplane. 

In this situation the parameter tmax corresponds to the size of the bounded region. 

The following example illustrates this situation in three dimensions. 

Example 5.2. Consider the function q(x, Y, z) = x2 + y2 + Z2 + 2M(x + y + Z)2 for 

some large positive integer M and a unit cubic grid centred on the origin and aligned 

with the coordinate axes. Let x = (Xl, YI, Zl) be a GLM on the plane P : x + Y + Z = O. 

If x is a grid point adjacent to x then x = (Xl ± 1, Yl, Zl) or X = (Xl, YI ± 1, Zl) or 

x = (XI,YI,ZI±l). Suppose x = (xI±l,YI,ZI) then IXII:( M implies q(x):( q(x). By 

symmetry the same bound also applies to YI and Zl. Hence grid points that lie in this 

bounded region of the plane Pare GLMS. For this example there are approximately 

3M2 GLMS on the plane P the furthest of which is a distance M v'2 from the minimiser. 

Note that there may also be other GLMs that do not lie on the plane P. 

Clearly there can be very many more GLMS in higher dimensions. To make matters 

even worse as the dimensionality increases a greater proportion of these GLMs will be 

close to the maximum distance from the minimiser, a very bad situation in practice 

[62]. 
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5.2 Conjugate grids 

The examples of the previous section clearly illustrate the potential problems of termi

nating a grid-based algorithm at a GLM whenever the grid size parameter reaches some 

pre-determined cut-off value. In this section it is shown that if the grid directions are 

based on conjugate directions then the standard stopping conditions can be used with 

confidence. Grids based on conjugate directions are defined as follows. 

Definition 5.9 (Conjugate grid). For a given strictly convex quadratic function 

with positive definite Hessian matrix B, a B-conjugate grid is one in which the grid 

directions are conjugate with respect to the Hessian matrix B. 

For a given quadratic function there are infinitely many B-conjugate grids. When 

the quadratic function is not in question the shorter term conjugate grid may be used. 

For strictly convex quadratic functions grids based on conjugate directions guarantee 

that only the closest grid points to the minimiser will be GLMS. Multiple GLMS can 

only exist if the grid is symmetric about the minimiser and in this case all such GLMS: 

( a) Belong to the same cell of the grid. 

(b) Have the same function value. 

(c) Are the same (grid) distance from the minimiser. 

These claims are proved in the following theorem and its corollary. 

Theorem 5.2. Given: 

(a) any quadratic function q : lR.n -+ lR. with {symmetric} positive definite Hessian 

matrix Band minimiser x* , 

(b) a set of B-conjugate vectors V = {vi}i=l which define the grid Q(xo,h, V), 

then 

X is a GLM ~ Ilx* - xll g ~ ~diam(Q). 

Proof. Write x* = x + h I:~=1 (iVi, where (i E lR and q(x) = (x* - x)TB(x* - x)/2 + c 

for some constant c E lR. The grid point x is a GLM if and only if q(x) ~ q(x) for all 

x adjacent to x. The grid point x is adjacent to x if and only if x = x ± hVk for some 

k E {l, ... ,n}. Hence by conjugacy 
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Since equation (5.3) holds for every x adjacent to x, I(il ~ 1/2 for all i E {1, ... ,n} 

and so by Definitions (5.4) and (5.6) (on page 58) 

Ilx* - xll g = h t I(il . Ilvill ~ ~diam(Q). o 
i=l 

The next corollary follows immediately from Theorem 5.2. 

Corollary 5.3. Given: 

( a) the conditions of Theorem 5.2 hold, 

(b) x is a GLM, 

then 

q(x) ~ q(x), \Ix E 9 

and 

Proof. Write x = x + h 2:~=1 r/ivi, where 'Tli E Z and x* = x + h 2:~=1 (iVi, where (i E R 

From the proof of Theorem 5.2, I(il ~ 1/2 for each i E {1, ... ,n} so that I(il > I(i - 'Tlil 
has no solutions for 'Tli E Z. Hence I(il ~ I(i - 'Tlil for all i E {1, ... ,n} so that 

and 
n n 

Ilx* - xll g = h L I(il·llvill ~ h L I(i - 'Tlil· Ilvill = Ilx* - xll g • 0 
i=l i=l 

For a strictly convex quadratic function and an associated conjugate grid Theo

rem 5.2 and Corollary 5.3 show that every GLM is within half a cell diameter of the 

minimiser. Furthermore if any GLM is found then no other grid point can be closer to 

the minimiser (using the grid distance metric) or have lower function value. 

Smallest angle between pairs of conjugate directions 

Conjugate directions for grid-based methods have nice properties relating the prox

imity of GLMs to the minimiser of strictly convex quadratic functions. However as 

shown in previous chapters avoiding a degenerate sequence of positive bases is vital to 

ensure the convergence of grid- and frame-based methods. For a given strictly convex 
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Figure 5.9: Angle between conjugate directions. 

quadratic function the use grids based on conjugate directions also ensures that de

generat e sequences of positive bases are avoided. Although there are infinitely many 

sets of conjugate directions for a given strictly convex quadratic function there exists 

a smallest (non-zero) angle between pairs of conjugate directions. 

Theorem 5.3. Given any quadratic function q : ~n ---+ ~ with (symmetric) positive 

definite Hessian matrix B , the smallest angle between any pair of B -conjugate direc

tions is 

8m in = 2 tan- 1(1'1:-~) 

where 1'1: = J-lmax / J-lmin is the condition number of B whose largest and smallest eigen

values are J-lmax and J-lmin· 

Proof. Firstly the two dimensional case. Consider the ellipse (x/a)2 + (y/b)2 = 1 

restrict ed to the first quadrant as shown in Figure 5.9 (symmetry takes care of the other 

quadrants). If a = b the ellipse is a circle and the angle between any pair of conjugate 

directions is 7r /2. Suppose a > b > 0 and consider the line u through the origin and 

a point P = (Px , Py) on the ellipse. If Px = 0 or Px = a then the corresponding 

conjugate direction is orthogonal to u. If Px E (0, a) then u has slope tan 81 = Py/ Px 

and the corresponding conjugate direction v has slope tan 82 = dy/dxlpx. The angle 

8 = 81 - 82 between u and v is given by 

8 
tan 81 - tan 82 

tan = . 
1 + tan 81 tan 82 

Minimising 8 for x E (0 , a) is equivalent to minimising tan 81 - tan 82 since 

tan 81 t an 82 = -b2 
/ a2 is constant. The minimum occurs when x = a/ -12 so that 
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u 

v 

Figure 5.10: Minimum angle conjugate directions. 

tanBl = b/a and tanB2 = -b/a. Hence tan(Bmin /2) = b/a. The geometric consequence 

of this is illustrated in Figure 5.10: minimum angle conjugate directions intersect the 

vertices of the bounding rectangle (with sides parallel to the major and minor axes) 

of the elliptical contours. 

The ellipse (x/a)2 + (y/b)2 = 1 can be considered as a single contour of the two 

dimensional quadratic q(x) = x TBx/2 for the (symmetric) positive definite matrix 

with eigenvalues J-Lmin = 1/a2 and J-Lmax = 1/b2
. Hence 

tan ((}min) = ~. 
2 V J-Lmax 

(5.4) 

Since any two conjugate directions define a plane and the minimum angle between pairs 

of conjugate directions depends on the elongation of the elliptical contours , not on the 

orientation of the ellipses, this result generalises nicely for higher dimensions. The set 

of all possible smallest angles between pairs of conjugate directions is minimised when 

the (elliptical) contours are at their most elongated and this occurs along the major 

and minor axes so that equation (5.4) holds for n dimensions. 0 

Smallest angle conjugate directions also have nice properties if finite differences 

are used to approximate gradient or second order information. If the (conjugate) 

grid directions are orthogonal then an ill-conditioned function is more sensitive to 

perturbations in certain directions: similar sized steps may not produce similar sized 

changes in function values. However for pairs of smallest angle conjugate directions 

the function is equally sensitive along each of the conjugate directions. Note that the 

non-orthogonal grid shown in Figure 5.6 (on page 61) uses the smallest angle conjugate 

directions for the example quadratic function. 



Chapter 6 

Effects of limited precision on 

selected quasi-Newton methods 

The calculation of derivative information is either difficult or impossible for many prac

tical optimisation problems; but this is not always the case. It would be advantageous 

if the methods described in this thesis were able to use derivative information effec

tively if it became available. This chapter investigate the performance of a conjugate 

directions factorisation implementation of BFGS and DFP quasi-Newton methods. It 

is shown that such an implementation outperforms the other methods considered (in

cluding Cholesky factorisation) when approximate second-order information is only 

available to limited precision. This suggests that grid- and frame-based algorithms 

which use conjugate directions in their positive bases are also able to calculate quasi

Newton steps that are effective in practice whenever derivative information is available. 

Quasi-Newton algorithms are used to solve the local optimisation problem 

min f(x) 
xElRn 

iteratively where f : ~n ---+ ~ and gradient information is available. A solution x* is 

attained when \If(x*) = 0 but in practice the usual requirement is that II\lf(x*)11 ~ ~ 
for some (typically small) non-negative constant ~. 

The development of quasi-Newton or variable metric algorithms, as they were orig

inally called, is attributed to Davidon [25] in 1959 and became popularised as the 

"DFP" method by Fletcher and Powell [32] in 1963. This method was found to work 

well in practice when used in conjunction with accurate line searches. However the 

DFP method is less effective when used with the low accuracy line searches which have 

become popular since the 1970s. 

Work by Broyden [5, 6, 7], Fletcher [30], Goldfarb [38], Shanno [71], and also 

Greenstadt [41] led to the development of the "BFGS" method. In practice BFGS out

performs DFP when used with low accuracy line searches. There are many alternative 

quasi-Newton update formulae, for example "SR1" the symmetric rank one update 

and the (infinitely large) Broyden family of updates of which BFGS and DFP are both 

members. 

Throughout this chapter the convention of writing \If(x(k)) as g(k) is used. At 

iteration k of a quasi-Newton method a search direction p(k) is found by solving the 

71 
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system of equations 

(6.1) 

where B(k) approximates, in some sense, the Hessian matrix "\12f(x(k)). A line 

search is then performed along X(k) + ap(k) where 0; E lR to find a new iterate 

X(k+1) = x(k) + o;(k)p(k) for some o;(k) that satisfies some line search criteria. Informa

tion at this new point is used to generate a new approximate Hessian matrix B(k+1) . 

If B(k) is positive definite then p(k)T g(k) < 0 so that p(k) is a descent direction for f. 
In this situation the line search is replaced by a ray search (0; > 0). 

The use of Cholesky factorisations of the approximate Hessian matrices B(k) was 

introduced in [35] and is now in widespread use (it is coded as VA13A in the Harwell 

subroutine library [43] for example). Proponents of this implementation claim it avoids 

the computational instability of using the inverses of the approximate Hessian matrices 

and allows the efficient calculation of the search direction in O(n2
) operations by using 

forward and back substitution. The standard Cholesky factorisation implementation of 

the BFGS method uses the modified Cholesky factorisation B(k) = L(k) D(k) L(k)T where 

L(k) is unit lower triangular and D(k) is diagonal. The modified implementation allows 

the easy detection (and subsequent correction) of loss of positive definiteness of the 

approximate Hessian matrices (due to rounding errors .in finite precision arithmetic) 

with little extra computational effort. As the theory of Cholesky factorisations is well 

established (see for example [4, 36, 69]) it is not discussed further here. 

This chapter examines the performance of a selection of BFGS and DFP implemen

tations on a suite of ill-conditioned test problems across a range of dimensions and line 

search criteria as the precision of second-order information varies from 16 to two digits. 

The results support those in [39], specifically, that there is no numerical evidence to 

support the claim that a Cholesky factor implementation of the BFGS formula offers 

any improvement in performance, as is popularly believed, over more straightforward 

implementations when second-order information is available to full precision. Further

more these results are extended to show that a factorisation strategy has clear advan

tages when second-order information is only available to limited precision. However a 

Cholesky factorisation is not necessarily the best one to use. Evidence is also obtained 

to support the claim that the numerical instability of non-factored implementations of 

quasi-Newton methods reported by some authors is due to early implementations of 

the DFP formula with low accuracy line searches. 
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6.1 BFGS and DFP formulae 

The BFGS and DFP update formulae can be written as 

(BFGS) B(k+1) = B + " _ Bss B [ 
TTl (k) 

ST, sTBs 
(6.2) 

and 

(DFP) (6.3) 

where s(k) = X(k+1) - x(k) and ,(k) = g(k+1) - g(k). Note that the iteration superscript 

k applies to each of the variables inside the square brackets. If the inverse of B(k) 

is denoted by H(k) then application of the Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury [56, 72, 76] 

formula gives 

(BFGS) (6.4) 

and 

(DFP) (6.5) 

Equations (6.4) and (6.5) allow the direct calculation of the search direction without 

the need to solve the system of equations (6.1). The implementations discussed in this 

chapter fall into three categories: 

(a) Direct updates of the approximate Hessian matrices B(k). 

(b) Direct updates of the inverses of the approximate Hessian matrices H(k). 

( c) Factorisations: either Cholesky factorisations of the approximate Hessian matrices 

or conjugate factorisations of their inverses. 
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Conjugate factorisation 

The method of conjugate factorisation used in this chapter is based on [17] however 

the idea in not new (see for example [24, 59, 60]). A brief description follows but see 

[17] for more details. 

The BFGS update formula (6.4) can be written in product form [4] as 

where 

q(k) - [~± 9 1 (k) 

- pT, J-pTgpT,/a 

If the inverse Hessian approximation matrices are factored so that H(k) = C(k)C(k)T 

then the columns of C(k) are B(kLconjugate and the search direction p(k) = -C(k)d(k) 

where d(k) = C(k)T g(k). The elements of d(k) are the directional derivatives of f at x(k) 

in the directions of the columns of C(k). The updated conjugate factors can be written 

as 

C(k+l) = C _ P3 =f pd [ 
TTl (k) 

pT, J_pTgpT, /a 
(6.6) 

where 3(k) = C(k)T ,(k) is the difference in the directional derivatives at x(k+1) and x(k). 

Then d(k+1) = C(k+l)T g(k+1) can be written as 

where J(k) = C(k)T g(k+1). Equations (6.6) and (6.7) can be written in terms of the new 

variables d and 3 so that 

and 

d(k+1) = [J _ (lTd 3 =f (lTd d 1 (k) 

dT3 V -dTd dT3 / a 

There are two obvious implementations, one for each of the + / - signs in equa

tion (6.6). After limited numerical trials [9] both implementations were found to per

form very similarly. The implementation presented in this chapter uses the + sign 

from equation (6.6). 
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Implementations 

There are many ways to implement the BFGS and DFP formulae presented in equations 

(6.2)-(6.5). The four BFGS and DFP implementations considered here were selected as a 

representative sample from the 12 BFGS and 10 DFP implementations considered in [9]. 

As all of the numerical results were obtained using MATLAB [52], many of MATLAB'S 

built-in functions were used for convenience. Text in typewriter font is used to 

emphasize MATLAB code. The initial Hessian approximation (or its inverse) was set to 

the identity matrix for each of the implementations. The four BFGS implementations 

are: 

Bupdate. Uses equation (6.2) to update the sequence of approximate Hessian ma

trices B(k). The search direction is calculated by using the MATLAB matrix inverse 

function via the equation 

Note that direct inversion of the B(k) matrices is not recommended in practice due 

to the computational expense and its poor numerical stability. It is used here to pro

vide a guideline for the worst performance that would be expected from this type of 

implementation. Interestingly however, limited numerical trials [9] showed that direct 

calculation of the inverse performed almost identically to more preferred implementa

tions, using Gaussian elimination, for example. 

Hupdate. Uses equation (6.4) to update the sequence of inverses of the approximate 

Hessian matrices H(k). The search direction is calculated directly via 

Cholesky. Uses a sequence of Cholesky factors L(k) which are updated (rather than 

recomputed from scratch) at each iteration. The particular implementation presented 

here uses MATLAB's Cholesky factor update command cholupdate. The search direc

tion is calculated with forward and back substitution via 

Conjugate. Conjugate factorisation of the inverse approximate Hessian matrices 

using the plus sign from equation (6.6). The search direction is then obtained by 

direct calculation. 
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DFP implementations. Each of the DFP implementations is the DFP equivalent of 

the corresponding BFGS implementation. 

The implementation BUPDATE requires O(n3
) operations at each iteration to up

date the second-order information and compute a new search direction whereas the 

remaining implementations require only O(n2
) operations. Additionally the (modified) 

Cholesky factorisation implementation allows the easy detection of loss of positive def

initeness of the approximate Hessian matrices. The other implementations do not have 

this feature. However with a conjugate factorisation it is extremely unlikely that the 

inverse approximate Hessian matrices will lose positive definiteness. The worst that 

can happen is that they may become positive semi-definite. In fact Powell makes the 

comment in [60] that: 

We even find that, if we let Z [the conjugate factorisation matrix] be singu

lar initially, then in practice the rounding errors of a sequence of updating 

calculations remove the singularity very successfully. 

Thus if positive definiteness of the inverse approximate Hessian matrices is lost 

then it is extremely likely it will be restored at the next iteration-or the other way 

around-it is extremely unlikely that loss of positive definiteness will be maintained 

for any length of time if conjugate factors are used. Even the unlikely loss of positive 

definiteness can be detected in a computationally efficient way by using triangular 

conjugate factors. Such factors could be generated and updated at each iteration 

using a QR-factorisation for example [9]. 

6.2 Numerical results 

Each of the four BFGS and DFP implementations described above were tested with two 

different line searches on the suite of 25 test functions listed in Tables 6.1 and 6.2 as 

the precision of the approximate Hessian information varied from 16 to two digits. The 

varying levels of precision were achieved by truncating the elements of the approximate 

Hessian matrices (possibly in factored form or their inverses) to the desired level. For 

example the elements of the matrix X are truncated to n digits with 

trunc(X) = 1O-d l10dXJ 

where d = n - poglo(max(IXI))l and l·J, r'l represent the floor and ceiling functions. 

Each ofthe higher dimensional tests listed in Table 6.2 was carried out in 8, 12, 20, 

40 and 60 dimensions. The column labelled Cond in Table 6.1 represents the condition 
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Function Dim. Initial point Condo 
Rosenbrock 2 (-1.2,1) 2.5x103 

Powell badly scaled 2 (0,1) 2.1x1015 

Repeated Rosenbrock 4 (-1.2,1,-1.2,1) 2.5x 103 

Extended Rosenbrock 4 (-1.2,1, -1.2, 1) 3.2x103 

Powell singular 4 (3, -1, 0,1) 00 

Table 6.1: Low dimension test functions. 

Function 

Repeated Rosenbrock 
Extended Rosenbrock 
Powell singular 
Hilbert quadratic 

Initial point 

(-1.2,1, -1.2, 1, ... ) 
(-1.2,1, -1.2, 1, ... ) 
(3, -1,0,1, ... ) 
(0,0,0,0, ... ) 

Table 6.2: Test functions for 8, 12, 20, 40 and 60 dimensions. 

77 

number of the Hessian matrices at the solution. Since the condition number is the ratio 

of the largest singular value to the smallest all of the Powell singular functions have 

infinite condition number. Increasing dimension does not alter the condition number 

of the repeated Rosenbrock functions and only slightly increases that of the extended 

Rosenbrock function which has condition number 3.6 x 103 for the 60-d case. The 

condition numbers of the Hilbert quadratics on the other hand are known to increase 

dramatically with increasing dimension. The 8-d Hilbert quadratic for example has 

condition number 1.5 x 1010 and this increases to 1.7 x 1016 in 12 dimensions. More 

details on the test functions can be found in [39, 40, 55]. 

A two-sided Wolfe line search was used so that at each iteration ark) was chosen so 
that x(k+1) = x(k) + a(k)p(k) satisfies 

and 
I p(k)Tg(k+1) I ~ al p(k)Tg(k) I 

where the sufficient descent parameter p = 10-4 and the gradient parameter a was 

set to 10-3 and 0.9 for what are referred to in the remainder of this chapter as strict 

and standard line searches. The Wolfe line search was implemented using an iterative 

safeguarded parabolic interpolation scheme. 

For each test problem the number of function evaluations, final function value and 

execution time (in seconds) was recorded. As algorithm execution time depends on 

the computing environment as well as the implementation the mean execution times 
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presented here are indicative only and not used in the ranking scheme. The imple

mentations were ranked by the number of test problems that were successfully solved 

(out of a possible total of 25 x 15 = 375). A test problem was deemed to have been 

successfully solved if the termination criterion IIV'f(x) II ~ 10-6 was met. If necessary 

the algorithms were then subsorted by the mean number of function evaluations. Any 

ties were subsorted by the mean accuracy of the approximations to the minimum func

tion values. The accuracy was measured using 10glQU - f*) where f* represents the 

minimum ofthe function and f is the final function value. Note that f* = 0 for each of 

the test problems in Tables 6.1 and 6.2. Only data for the problems that were solved 

successfully were used in the sorting process. As it is the "raw" performance of each 

implementation that is being investigated the algorithms were terminated whenever 

they ran into difficulty rather than applying some sort of safeguarding or corrective 

procedure. The implementations were deemed unsuccessful and thus terminated if 

more than 105 function evaluations were required, a descent direction was not found, a 

step of zero length was calculated, the function values became unbounded (as a result 

of division by zero due to rounding errors in finite precision arithmetic), a factorisation 

failed (where appropriate) or the line search failed. The line search failed if the global 

limit of 105 function evaluations was reached, more than 103 parabolic interpolation 

iterations were required or a zero step was calculated. All of the implementations pre

sented in this chapter were run in a MATLAB R13 [52] environment on a Sun-Fire-880 

multi-user machine with four 750MHz processors and 8GB of RAM running Solaris 8. 

In each of the following results tables the columns labelled Suee, Fent, Aeey and 

Time represent the number of successfully solved test problems, the mean number of 

function evaluations, the mean accuracy of the solutions and the mean execution time 

in seconds. 

Full precision second-order information 

The performance of each implementation with full precision (16 digits) second-order 

information for the strict and standard line searches is presented in Tables 6.3 and 6.4. 

When successful all implementations produced similarly accurate approximations to 

the solutions of the test problems. 

Strict line search. All of the implementations solved all 25 test problems. The 

mean number of function evaluations ranged from 313.6 for the BFGS implementation 

of HUPDATE through to 410.2 for the DFP implementation of BUPDATE. The mean 

number of function evaluations required by the BFGS implementations was 327 ± 13 
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Ranking Method Succ Fcnt Accy Time 

(BFGS) 1 HUPDATE 25 313.6 -13.9 0.4 
2 CONJUGATE 25 316.0 -14.1 0.4 

3 CHOLESKY 25 318.0 -13.9 0.4 
4 BUPDATE 25 339.4 -14.2 0.5 

(DFP) 1 CONJUGATE 25 388.0 -14.0 0.4 
2 HUPDATE 25 388.7 -14.0 0.5 

3 CHOLESKY 25 395.7 -13.9 0.5 
4 BUPDATE 25 410.2 -14.0 0.6 

Table 6.3: Strict line search and 16 digit second-order precision. 

Ranking Method Succ Fcnt Accy Time 

(BFGS) 1 CONJUGATE 25 154.5 -13.3 0.2 
2 BUPDATE 25 156.4 -13.2 0.4 

3 CHOLESKY 25 157.2 -13.2 0.3 
4 HUPDATE 25 159.1 -13.1 0.3 

(DFP) 1 CONJUGATE 21 20244.8 -12.4 30.0 
2 HUPDATE 19 14476.7 -11.9 21.0 

3 BUPDATE 19 17151.5 -12.3 42.0 
4 CHOLESKY 19 22718.1 -12.2 52.9 

Table 6.4: Standard line search and 16 digit second-order precision. 

compared to 399 ± 11 for the DFP implementations. The mean execution times ranged 

from 0.4 to 0.6 seconds per test problem. Overall, all of the BFGS implementations 

produced very similar results, as did all of the DFP implementations. 

Standard line search. The mean number of function evaluations ranged from 154.5 

for the BFGS implementation of CONJUGATE through to 22718.1 for the DFP implemen

tation of CHOLESKY. The mean number of function evaluations required by the BFGS 

implementations was 157 ± 3 compared to a massive 18600± 4200 for the DFP imple

mentations. The number of function evaluations required by the DFP implementations 

increased dramatically with the standard line search-as expected due to the known 

instability of DFP methods with less accurate line searches. The big difference in the 

mean number of function evaluations was also reflected in the mean execution times 

which ranged from 0.2 to 52.9 seconds per test problem. The BFGS implementations 

with the standard line search used approximately half as many function evaluations as 

the BFGS implementations with the strict line search. This is a major reason for the 
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Ranking Method Succ Fcnt Accy Time 

(BFGS) 1 CONJUGATE 333 318.0 -13.8 0.4 
2 CHOLESKY 328 360.6 -13.8 0.5 
3 BUPDATE 292 332.2 -13.7 0.6 
4 HUPDATE 268 312.7 -13.9 0.4 

(DFP) 1 CONJUGATE 322 440.1 -14.0 0.5 
2 CHOLESKY 315 467.1 -13.9 0.6 
3 BUPDATE 287 416.7 -13.6 0.6 
4 HUPDATE 248 396.8 -13.9 0.5 

Table 6.5: Strict line search and 16-2 digit second-order precision. 

Ranking Method Succ Fcnt Accy Time 

(BFGS) 1 CONJUGATE 332 158.3 -13.1 0.3 
2 CHOLESKY 323 170.4 -13.0 0.4 
3 BUPDATE 289 153.4 -12.8 0.4 
4 HUPDATE 263 151.2 -13.0 0.3 

(DFP) 1 CONJUGATE 206 16387.6 -12.0 31.8 
2 CHOLESKY 205 18225.7 -12.2 44.0 
3 BUPDATE 139 16650.8 -11.7 46.2 
4 HUPDATE 138 17759.0 -12.1 34.3 

Table 6.6: Standard line search and 16-2 digit second-order precision. 

popularity of less accurate line searches, and of course why they have become standard. 

Limited precision second-order information 

The performance of each implementation as the precision of the second-order informa

tion varied from 16 to two digits with the strict and standard line searches is presented 

in Tables 6.5 and 6.6. Once again, when successful all implementations produced 

similarly accurate approximations to the solutions of the test problems. 

Strict line search. The number of successfully solved test problems ranged from 

333 for the BFGS implementation of CONJUGATE down to 248 for the DFP implemen

tation of HUPDATE. The mean number of function evaluations ranged from 312.7 for 

the BFGS implementation of HUPDATE through to 467.1 for the DFP implementation 

of CHOLESKY. The mean number of function evaluations required by the BFGS im

plementations was 337 ± 24 compared to 432 ± 35 for the DFP implementations. The 

mean execution times ranged from 0.4 to 0.6 seconds per test problem. Overall, all of 
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the BFGS implementations produced very similar results, as did all of the DFP imple

mentations. The results in Table 6.5 are presented graphically in Figures 6.1 and 6.2. 

Standard line search. The number of successfully solved test problems ranged from 

332 for the BFGS implementation of CONJUGATE down to 138 for the DFP implemen

tation of HUPDATE. The mean number of function evaluations ranged from 151.2 for 

the BFGS implementation of HUPDATE through to 18225.7 for the DFP implementation 

of CHOLESKY. The mean number of function evaluations required by the BFGS imple

mentations was 161 ± 10 compared to 17300 ± 1000 for the DFP implementations. The 

mean execution times ranged from 0.3 to 46.2 seconds per test problem. Once again 

the BFGS implementations with the standard line search used approximately half as 

many function evaluations as the BFGS implementations with the strict line search. 

The results in Table 6.6 are presented graphically in Figures 6.3 and 6.4. 

Comparing Figures 6.1 and 6.2 it is clear that the BFGS implementations perform 

quite similarly to the DFP implementations when using the strict line search. This is 

not surprising given the 1972 result by Dixon [27, 28] which shows that BFGS implemen

tations produce iterates which are identical to those produced by DFP implementations 

in exact arithmetic when used with an exact line search. Although the arithmetic is 

not exact and neither is the strict line search the accuracy is sufficient for the observed 

differences between the BFGS and DFP implementations with the strict line search to be 

minor. The same cannot be said for the standard line search. As shown in Figures 6.3 

and 6.4 the BFGS implementations produced noticeably different results to the DFP im

plementations with the standard line search. The BFGS implementations maintained a 

stable performance with either line search. The performance of the DFP implementa

tions deteriorated markedly with the standard line search. As shown in Figures 6.1~6.3 

individual differences in the BFGS implementations (with either line search) and the 

DFP implementations (with the strict line search) do not become noticeable until the 

precision of the second-order information falls below about eight digits. However as 

shown in Figure 6.4 the DFP factorisation implementations produced noticeably better 

results at single precision (8 digits) than the non-factored DFP implementations. 
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Figure 6.1: BFGS implementations with the strict line search. 
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Figure 6.3: BFGS implementations with the standard line search. 
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Figure 6.4: DFP implementations with the standard line search. 
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6.3 Quadratic termination 

For any member of the Broyden family of quasi-Newton methods B(n+l) = G for 

any n-dimensional quadratic function with (constant) Hessian matrix G when exact 

line searches are used [31, pp. 64- 65]. Although exact line searches are not carried 

out in practice this result can be used to see how closely each of the above imple

mentations get to the actual Hessian matrix after n + 1 iterations. Figure 6.5 shows 

loglO IIH(n+l) - G-1II F where II . IIF represents the Frobenius norm for the 4-d Hilbert 

quadratic and an accurate line search (gradient parameter (J = 10- lO ) using the BFGS 

implementations BUPDATE, CHOLESKY and CONJUGATE. Note that since the line 

searches use parabolic interpolation they are exact except for the errors due to fi

nite precision arithmetic. The difference in norm of the inverse Hessian rather than 

the Hessian has been used as the inverse Hessian allows the direct calculation of the 

search direction whereas a system of equations must be solved if the Hessian is used. 

The inverse Hessian is exact but the approximate inverse Hessian matrices H(k) are 

truncated depending on the level of second-order precision. The results for HUPDATE 

clutter the figure somewhat and have been omitted. However if included the plot for 

5~----~----~------~----~----~------~----~ 

M 0 
I 
(J 

I 

8 -5 
b.O 

..9 
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____ CHOLESKY 
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Second-order digits 

Figure 6.5: Difference in norm after n+ 1 iterations with varying second-order precision 

for the 4-d Hilbert quadratic. 
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HUPDATE would oscillate between the lines for CHOLESKY and CONJUGATE. The DFP 

implementations are not shown as they produce almost identical iterates with accurate 

line searches. 

Note that as the precision of the second-order information falls below about five 

digits there is a plateau in Figure 6.5 with a height of about four. The height of this 

plateau coincides with the norm of the inverse Hessian of the 4-d Hilbert quadratic 

(lOglO IIC-11I F ~ 4.0146). Presumably once the precision of the second-order infor

mation falls below a certain level there is insufficient information to approximate the 

inverse Hessian to any significant level. Similar results are produced with Hilbert 

quadratics of different dimensions. In higher dimensions the height of the plateau 

matches the norm of the inverse Hessian but the plateau starts at higher levels of 

second-order precision. In lower dimensions the plateau effect is lost and the differ

ences in the performances of the implementations are reduced. 



Chapter 7 

Summary and concluding remarks 

A brief introduction along with background theory on optimisation and positive bases 

was presented in Chapters 1 and 2. Two algorithm templates for a class of provably 

convergent frame-based line search algorithms for unconstrained optimisation that do 

not explicitly rely on derivative information was then presented in Chapter 3. Although 

these algorithm frameworks were established in [65] an alternate convergence proof was 

presented for the simple descent algorithm and new convergence results establishing 

the conditions necessary for convergence of the full sequence of iterates generated by 

the opportunistic sufficient descent algorithm were developed. The new convergence 

results for the opportunistic algorithm show that derivative information is required to 

estimate a suitable lower bound on the sufficient descent parameter. However it was 

shown that this reliance on derivative information is in the weakest possible sense since 

any estimate which overestimates the size of the gradient whilst maintaining a o(h(k)) 

sufficient descent parameter suffices. Furthermore this lower bound can be determined 

without the need to calculate any additional information. An updated bound is only 

required when the current sufficient descent parameter is too large. A frame must be 

completed about the current iterate whenever this occurs and so enough information 

is available to revise the sufficient descent parameter. . It was also shown that with 

a frame-based approach the error in the estimate of the lower bound tends to zero 

as the frame size tends to zero so that a self-correcting sequence of sufficient descent 

parameters could be determined automatically by the algorithm. 

Using the theory for aligning positive bases with nearby constraints established in 

[66] both of the frame-based line search templates for unconstrained optimisation were 

extended for linearly constrained optimisation in Chapter 4 and full convergence results 

were presented. To maintain focus on the algorithm frameworks only a single, simple, 

forward-tracking line search was implemented with each of the algorithm templates. 

However it is important to emphasize that many other types of line search are possible. 

A potential weakness with a common choice of stopping conditions for pattern 

search, grid- and frame-based methods was identified in Chapter 5. It was shown that 

a poor choice of grid can produce GLMS an arbitrary distance from the minimiser of even 

a strictly convex quadratic function in just two dimensions. This has serious implica

tions for practical grid- and frame-based algorithms that terminate at the equivalent of 

a GLM whenever the grid or frame size parameter is reduced below some cut-off value. 
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Several examples were presented showing it is possible for pattern search, grid- and 

frame-based algorithms to return arbitrarily bad approximations to stationary points 

of the objective function. Furthermore an algorithm may rapidly (and prematurely) 

reduce the mesh, grid, or frame size parameter if a sequence of GLMs is located far from 

the minimiser. Without an appropriate compensatory strategy the convergence of such 

algorithms, although guaranteed in theory, may be extremely poor in practice. It was 

shown that such problems do not occur with grids based on conjugate directions. Con

jugate grids guarantee that any GLM will be within one cell diameter of the minimiser 

of a strictly convex quadratic function. Under such circumstances it is appropriate 

to use the grid size parameter to determine when an algorithm may be terminated. 

Similar benefits are expected for non-quadratic functions with grid directions aligned 

with conjugate directions of an appropriate approximating quadratic function (see [20] 

for a discussion on generating sets of conjugate directions). Although there is a lower 

bound on the smallest angle between pairs of conjugate directions for strictly convex 

quadratic functions care must be taken when the Hessian matrix of an approximating 

quadratic function is singular, or nearly so, at or near a minimiser. In this situation 

it is possible for a pair of conjugate directions to become arbitrarily close to linearly 

dependent. Some limited numerical results showing the improved performance of a 

grid-based method using conjugate grid directions are presented in [20]. 

The use of conjugate directions when derivative information is available was in

vestigated in Chapter 6. The performance of four BFGS and four DFP quasi-Newton 

implementations (including a conjugate directions factorisation) was examined using 

a suite of 25 test functions and two line searches (strict and standard) as the precision 

of second-order information was varied from 16 to two digits. It was shown that when 

second-order information was available to double precision (16 digits) there was no 

observable advantage in any particular implementation. If second-order information 

was only available to single precision (8 digits) then a factorisation strategy greatly 

improved the performance of the DFP implementations with the weak line search but 

did not greatly alter the performance of the BFGS implementations (with either line 

search). Although the BFGS implementations with the strict line search were slightly 

more robust than the BFGS implementations with the standard line search they re

quired nearly double the number of function evaluations. When second-order informa

tion was available to at least single precision (8 digits) there was no real advantage in 

any particular BFGS implementation. However it was shown that conjugate factorisa

tion implementations possessed good numerical stability properties when approximate 

second-order information was available to only limited precision. 
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Cholesky factorisation implementations enable second-order information to be up

dated and a new search direction computed in O(n2 ) operations per iteration as well 

as allowing the easy detection of loss of positive definiteness of the second-order ma

trices. However the use of conjugate factorisations eliminates the possibility of nega

tive definiteness or indefiniteness of the inverse approximate Hessian matrices whilst 

maintaining O(n2
) operations efficiency at each iteration. Furthermore the conjugate 

factorisation implementation produced better approximations to the inverse Hessian 

matrices of n-dimensional Hilbert quadratics when terminated after n + 1 iterations 

than the other methods. As the precision of the second-order information was reduced 

the conjugate factorisation implementation was able to maintain accurate approxima

tions to the inverse Hessian longer than the other methods. The conjugate factorisation 

implementation successfully solved more test problems in significantly fewer function 

evaluations than any of the other implementations, including Cholesky factorisation. 

Conjugate direction factorisations should be of practical importance when gradient 

information is approximated as it is likely that second-order information would only 

be available (reliable) to limited precision. 

7.1 Where to next? 

Some areas that could benefit from further research are now highlighted. 

Numerical validation 

As noted in Chapter 1 extensive performance results for specific implementations of 

algorithms conforming to the frameworks developed in this thesis are not presented. 

While this is an important consideration such an investigation would have shifted the 

focus of the research away from the theoretical frameworks and onto specific implemen

tations; but practical algorithm development needs to be accompanied by performance

based testing. Simply ensuring a parameter is positive may be sufficient to establish a 

particular theoretical result but determining a suitable value in practice may depend 

on extensive numerical testing [8]. 

Line searches 

The frame-based line search algorithms presented in this thesis all used the same simple 

line search. As shown in [65] many other line search options are possible. Furthermore, 

requiring the monotonic decrease of the function values severely restricts the points 
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which can be considered. A (safe-guarded) non-monotone line search strategy may 

enable an algorithm to step over regions that are difficult for monotone line searches 

to successfully navigate around. Clearly, incorporating and comparing such different 

line search strategies would produce a large amount of test data, the examination of 

which is beyond the scope of this thesis. Non-monotone line search strategies and the 

so-called watchdog technique are discussed in [12, 34, 42]. 

Aligned positive bases 

The only requirements on the members of the aligned positive bases uq is that each uq 

points into the feasible region of constraint Ciq and is orthogonal to all other constraint 

normals in the current active constraint working set. However to enforce the maximum 

length condition required for convergence it may be necessary to retrospectively scale 

these vectors. If, for particularly bad choices of u q , the scaled product u q
T aiq is evalu

ated as zero in finite precision arithmetic then the scaled uq would appear orthogonal 

to the constraint normal aiq • There may be better ways of determining the aligned 

positive bases that avoid such problems. Such considerations, although important, are 

beyond the scope of this thesis. 

Conjugate grids 

The danger of relying solely on the standard stopping criteria for pattern search, grid

and frame-based algorithms was established in Chapter 5. It was shown that GLMs are 

guaranteed to be within one cell diameter of the minimiser of a strictly convex quadratic 

function whenever the grid directions are aligned with the conjugate directions of the 

quadratic function. The ability to efficiently generate such conjugate grids is therefore 

very important. However further investigation of this topic is beyond the scope of this 

thesis. 

Hybrid methods 

The material presented in this thesis leads to the possibility of creating hybrid meth

ods that are able to usefully exploit derivative information if it becomes available (and 

reliable) but that also work well in practice when derivative information is either un

available or unreliable. However further investigation of this topic is beyond the scope 

of this thesis. 

Clearly much work remains to be done ... 
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